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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to study the behaviour of different types of open systems

in various scenarios. The first part of the thesis deals with the generation and the

detection of quantum effects in mesoscopic devices subjected to dissipative pro-

cesses. We show that genuine quantum features such as non-locality and negative

values of Wigner function can be observed even in presence ofa strong interaction

of the system with the environment. Moreover, we prove that,in some particular

circumstances, the action of the environment is directly responsible for the gen-

eration of a geometric phase in the system. The second part ofthe thesis focuses

on the study of critical systems subjected to an external time-dependent parame-

ters’ modulation. More specifically, we propose a scheme forthe observation of

dynamical Casimir effect (DCE) close to the super-radiant quantum phase transi-

tion in the Dicke model. We also show that in this context the emergence of DCE

is linked to another phenomenon typically related to criticality, the Kibble-Zurek

mechanism.
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Introduction

Ever since quantum mechanics was formulated, the fundamental nature of the

theory itself has been subject of ardent debates. In this regard, many problems

posed in the first years of quantum theory, such as the completeness problem [1]

or the Schrödinger’s cat paradox [2], have remained unsolved for a long time and

they are still subject of speculations. Indeed, the famous statement by Richard

Feynman ”I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics”

[3] is probably still meaningful nowadays, although great progresses have been

made in this direction in the last decades.

Such progresses in our understanding of the fundamental aspects of the the-

ory have been triggered by continuos refinements of our ability to test quantum

mechanics in different scenarios. The predictions of quantum mechanics have

been experimentally verified over the last decades in a number of variegated sit-

uations. So far, the theory has always been successful in describing experimental

observations at a microscopic level. However, in the quest to a complete compre-

hension of the quantum reign, many problems are yet to be solved. In this regard,

pushing the theoretical and experimental investigations to the boundaries of the

quantum world is probably one of the best ways to have a profound insight about

the physical principles behind the theory. In particular, massive systems strongly
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interacting with the environment are perfect candidates topursue this line of re-

search.

The study of such systems poses problems which are relevant from a purely

theoretical prospective and from a technological and experimental point of view.

Roughly speaking, it is believed that the rules of quantum mechanics apply only

to very small isolated objects, while classical mechanics describes the behaviour

of physical systems at a macroscopic level. However, thinking about reality as

neatly divided in a microscopic and a macroscopic realms is quite misleading.

Indeed, a gray region exists in which the transition betweenquantum and classical

behaviours occurs. In this context, a very fundamental question arises naturally:

how small and how isolated does a system have to be in order to show genuine

quantum features?

Recent discoveries in this field have challenged the assumption that quantum-

ness is an exclusive prerogative of microscopic and isolated systems. Indeed, it

has been shown that complex extended objects comprising many elementary con-

stituents and heavily interacting with the environment canin fact display impor-

tant non-classical features. In general, quantum control under unfavorable condi-

tions is an important milestone in the study of the quantum-to-classical transition.

This line of research represents a major contribution to ourunderstanding of the

conditions enforcing quantum mechanical features in the state of a given system.

The topic has recently become the focus of an intense research activity, boosted

by the ability to experimentally manipulate systems composed of subparts having

diverse nature. We can now coherently control the interaction between radiation

and Bose-Einstein condensates [4, 5] while mesoscopic superconducting devices

compete with atoms and ions for the realization of cavity quantum electrody-
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namics and in simple communication tasks based on quantum interference ef-

fects [6–8]. Equally remarkably, we have witnessed tremendous improvements in

the cooling of purely mechanical systems such as oscillating cavity mirrors [9–18]

and in their general experimental controllability [19–24]. The operative conditions

and the intrinsic nature of the systems involved in these examples often deviate

from the naive requirements for ”quantumness”: ultra-low temperatures, full ad-

dressability and ideal preparation of the system. On the theoretical side, a number

of proposals focusing on superposition of macroscopic states of mechanical oscil-

lators [25], light-oscillators entanglement [26–29] and oscillator-oscillator quan-

tum correlations [30] gained considerable interest in the last years.

Following this line of thought, in this thesis we study a general model in which

an harmonic oscillator is coupled with a two level system [31, 32]. In the spirit

of the ideas illustrated above, such model can be consideredas an example of a

microscopic-macroscopic interaction, where the microscopic system (the qubit) is

used to induce and detect quantum features in the state of themacroscopic one (the

harmonic oscillator). Albeit relatively simple, the modelgives rise to a variety of

non-trivial effects, such as geometric phases generated bya cyclic displacement

of the harmonic oscillator state in phase space, non-local correlations between the

two subsystems and negative values of the oscillator’s Wigner function.

The model we consider can be implemented in different physical systems,

ranging from superconducting devices [33, 34] to ions traps[35]. Here, we fo-

cus in particular on opto-mechanical devices consisting ofa single atom trapped

in a cavity with movable mirrors, which constitute the macroscopic mechanical

resonators. The resonators currently employed in these type of experiments are

undoubtedly massive compared to usual quantum mechanical systems [15,18,22,
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36–38], and as such they can be considered as genuine macroscopic objects. How-

ever, we would like to point out that our interest in macroscopic quantumness is

not exclusively related to the mass and the size of a given object. In this regard,

one of the most characteristic features of macroscopic systems is a strong inter-

action with the environment, which leads to dissipation andreduced purity of the

state of the system. Such condition itself, independently of the size of the object

considered, constitutes one of the main targets or our study.

In the journey to the frontiers of quantum mechanics, the investigation of

macroscopic systems is not the only unexplored territory. In particular, open sys-

tems subjected to time-dependent external perturbations constitute another opti-

mal playground to test the limits of quantum theory. This is particularly true in

the case of critical systems. Close to a quantum phase transition there is an inti-

mate relation between equilibrium and dynamical properties. The critical slowing

down, characteristic of continuous phase transitions, suggests that the response

to an external periodic drive may be highly non-trivial. Investigating this type

of systems is intriguing for at least two reasons: the detection of the dynamical

Casimir effect (DCE ) [39–43] and the investigation of the Kibble-Zurek mecha-

nism (KZM) [44–46].

As well as the widely known Casimir-Polder forces, DCE can beconsidered

as a manifestation of the vacuum fluctuations. More specifically, DCE refers to

the amplification of the zero-point fluctuations due to a timemodulation of the

boundary conditions of the problem. Such modulation results in a generation of

excitations from vacuum (for example photons in the case of an electromagnetic

field). Although a number of interesting proposals directedtoward the observation

of this phenomenon have been put forth in the last decades [47–50], DCE has been

4



experimentally verified only recently [51].

On the other hand, KZM provides a simple and accurate description of the dy-

namics of a continuous phase transition. First formulated in a cosmological con-

text to describe the expansion of the early universe by Kibble [44], and later em-

ployed to explain the formation of topological defects in4He by Zurek [45], KZM

represents one of the characteristic phenomena encountered in critical systems.

Fundamentally, KZM originates in the unavoidable departure from adiabaticity

experienced by a system when it is brought close enough to itscritical point. The

general mathematical framework provided by KZM is surprisingly versatile and it

can be applied to a variety of situations, ranging from continuous phase transition

at cosmological scale [44] to avoided crossing in two level quantum systems [52].

In this thesis, we pursue the intriguing task of studying a genuine manifesta-

tion of quantum mechanics such as DCE in the context of critical systems [53,54].

In particular, we consider a periodic modulation of the Hamiltonian parameters

close to the so calledsuperradiant phase transitionin the Dicke model [55–57].

The aim of our study consists of proposing a way to lower the otherwise pro-

hibitive experimental requirements needed for the observation of DCE in optical

systems by exploiting the peculiarities of quantum phase transitions. Specifically,

due to the characteristic reduction of the energy gap between the ground state and

the first excited state in the proximity of the critical point, the frequency at which

the Hamiltonian parameters need to be modulated in order to achieve DCE can be

considerably lowered by bringing the system close to criticality.

Moreover, our study reveals an intriguing connection between the DCE and

the KZM. We show that, when the system is brought close to the quantum phase

transition, the photon production arising from DCE can be interpreted as a mani-
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festation of KZM. The connection between DCE and KZM can be tracked down

to their common fundamental cause, the inability of the system to adiabatically

follow the changes in the control parameters when criticality is approached. In

this regard, our analysis provides a novel, general interpretation of the processes

involved in the dynamics of a continuous quantum phase transition.

This thesis comprises four chapters. In Chapter 2, we brieflyintroduce the

fundamental concepts and the mathematical tools used throughout this thesis. In

the first part of the chapter, we give a definition of geometricphases for pure

states and for mixed states. In the second part, we describe the physical principle

at the core of opto-mechanics, theradiation pressure force, and we introduce the

mathematical tools used to characterize quantumness in opto-mechanical devices.

In the third part, we give a brief overview of two fundamentalphenomena which

play an important role in the context of this thesis, the Dynamical Casimir effect

(DCE) and the Kibble-Zurek Mechanism (KZM).

In chapter 3, we introduce so calledreverse Von Neumann measurement

model, in which a two level system is coupled with a quantum harmonic oscil-

lator. Using the two level system as a probe, we show how it is possible to detect

a geometric phase picked up by the harmonic oscillator during a cyclic evolution.

We also show that the phase can still be observed in presence of interactions be-

tween the oscillator and the environment. Indeed, in some particular condition,

the dissipative component in the oscillator’s dynamics is responsible for the gen-

eration of the geometric phase.

In chapter 4, we analyze optomechanical setups in which a three level atom is

effectively coupled with the movable mirrors of a cavity. Such effective coupling

results in a conditional displacement of the mirrors subjected to the internal state
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of the atom. Our study is focused on non-classical features of the atom-mirrors

system, including atom-mirrors entanglement, non-locality and negative values

of the mirrors’ Wigner function. Such quantum behaviors aretested in a realistic

regime, i.e. the mirrors are in equilibrium with a thermal bath at finite temperature

and they undergo dissipative dynamics. We perform our analysis for two different

setups: in the first setup we assume that only one of the cavity’s mirrors is able to

move. In the second setup, we treat the case in which both mirrors can oscillate

around their equilibrium positions.

In Chapter 5, we address the second topic treated in this thesis, the connection

between the Dynamical Casimir effect (DCE) and the Kibble-Zurek mechanism

(KZM). We propose a scheme whereN two level atoms are able to collectively

interact with the electromagnetic field inside an optical cavity, realizing the so

calledDicke model. We exploit the fundamental characteristics of the quantum

phase transition existing in such model in order to simplifythe experimental ob-

servation of DCE in the optical range. Moreover, we show how the generation of

photons arising from DCE can be linked to KZM, a phenomenon typically related

to criticality.
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Chapter 2

Tools and Concepts

In this chapter, we give a general overview of the key concepts and tools used in

this thesis. The chapter is intended as a propaedeutic introduction for the subjects

treated in the rest of the thesis. In Section 2.1, we introduce a general definition

of geometric phase and its connection with the idea of gauge transformations and

gauge invariance, both for pure and for mixed states. In Section 2.2, we give a

short overview on opto-mechanical systems, describing thebasic working mecha-

nism of such devices, the radiation pressure force, and focusing on the theoretical

tools generally used to analyze their properties. Finally,the aim of Section 2.3

is to give a general picture of two important subjects of thisthesis, the dynamical

Casimir effect and the Kibble-Zurek mechanism, emphasizing the aspects of these

two phenomena which are relevant for our arguments.
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2.1 Geometric Phases

First proposed by Berry in the context of cyclic adiabatic evolution of quantum

systems [58] and then generalized by Anandan and Aharonov for general non-

adiabatic unitary evolution [59], the concept of geometricphase is regarded as

one of the fundamental features of quantum mechanics since then. Although this

concept is well defined for pure states undergoing cyclic andnon-cyclic unitary

evolution, many physicists have been challenged by the problem of defining geo-

metric phases for mixed states. In this section, we start from an intuitive picture

of the so calledquantum kinematic approach to geometric phases[60, 61] to ar-

rive to aninterferometric definitionof geometric phases, an operational approach

proposed in [62].

2.1.1 Gauge invariance: an intuitive picture

Geometric phases are strongly related to the existence of gauge invariants in quan-

tum theory. Gauge invariance is one of the key concepts in modern physics, and

it plays a fundamental role in quantum field theory, classical electrodynamics and

quantum mechanics in general. In order to emphasize the fundamental importance

of this concept, let us introduce it starting from the very basic building blocks of

quantum mechanics.

In quantum theory [63,64], the state of a physical system is described in terms

of normalized vectors living in aN-dimensional complex vector spaceH called

Hilbert space. In the widely adopted Dirac notation, a vector in H is written as

|ψ〉,while the scalar product between two vectors|ψ〉 and|φ〉 is denoted by〈ψ|φ〉.

Within this notation, the normalization condition is then given by〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1. The
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vector|ψ〉 contains information about the outcomes of a measurement performed

on the system. However, these outcomes can be only predictedin a probabilistic

way.

According to quantum theory, observable quantities are represented by Her-

mitian operators acting on the Hilbert spaceH. When an observableA is mea-

sured, the only possible outcomes of the measurement are theeigenvalues{ak}

of A, and the probability of obtaining the outcomeak is given byPk = |〈ϕk|ψ〉|2,

where|ϕk〉 is the eigenvector ofA associated with the eigenvalueak (for the sake

of simplicity, here we are only considering the case in whichA has a discrete

non-degenerate spectrum). This means that the predictionsabout the outcomes of

a measurement areintrinsically probabilistic, and the probabilitiesPk are indeed

the only experimentally accessible quantities.

A consequence of this observation is that, if we consider twovectors|ψ〉 and

|ψ′〉 such that the probabilitiesPk = |〈ϕk|ψ〉|2 andP ′
k = |〈ϕk|ψ′〉|2 are the same

for any possible observable, then the two vectors describe,at the most fundamen-

tal level, the same physical state. This characteristic of quantum states can be

seen by considering the two vectors|ψ〉 and |ψ′〉 = eiα|ψ〉. It is straightforward

to see that the probabilitiesPk are the same for the two vectors no matter what

observable is measured, and we have to conclude that they represent the same

physical state. The operation of adding a phase factor to a vector in Hilbert space

is calledphase transformationand it can be seen as a particular type ofgauge

transformation.

We can now put the first postulate given above in a more correctform: phys-

ical states are represented by normalized vector in Hilbertspace definedup to an

overall phase factor. In terms of gauge theory, adding an overall phase factor will
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change the gauge in which the system is described, although this operation does

not change the outcomes of any possible measurement.

Let us now rephrase the concept of gauge transformations in amore mathe-

matical way. A phase transformation is a mapG : H → H acting on the Hilbert

spaceH defined as

Gα|ψ〉 = eiα|ψ〉. (2.1)

The transformationsGα can be regarded as symmetry transformations in the group

U(1), so we will also refer to them asU(1) transformations. Given the group

U(1), we can define the set of equivalence classes underU(1) transformations

for each vector|ψ〉 ∈ H. This set is called theprojective Hilbert spaceand it is

denoted byP, while its elements are calledrays. The setP can be identified with

the set of pure density matrices defined on the Hilbert spaceH, i.e. the set of the

N ×N Hermitian matricesρ such that Tr{ρ} = 1 andρ = ρ2. For that reason, we

will also call an element ofP a pure density matrixcorresponding to the vector

|ψ〉 and we denote it asρψ ≡ |ψ〉〈ψ|.

We are now in the position to introduce the mapΠ : H → P, called aprojec-

tion, transforming vectors into pure density matrices and defined as

Π|ψ〉 = ρψ. (2.2)

The projection operation is a surjective mapping fromH to P. We also introduce

the ”inverse” relationLα : P → H, which is called alift and maps pure density

matrices back into vectors according to

Lα(ρ
ψ) = eiα|ψ〉, with L0(ρ

ψ) = |ψ〉. (2.3)
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There are infinitely many ways of choosing a liftLα corresponding to all possible

real values of the parameterα. The lift operation introduces the overall phase

factoreiα, which does not change the physical properties of the state. Such phase

factor fixes the gauge in which the state is described.

In the light of this formalism, the discussion in the previous paragraphs can be

now rephrased in the following terms: all of the physical accessible information

about the (pure) state of a system is contained only in the pure density matrixρψ

living in the projective Hilbert spaceP, which is then the actual space where the

physical properties of the system are encoded. However, thestate of the system is

mathematically described by a vector|ψ〉 living in H, which is obtained by apply-

ing a lift Lα toρψ.Choosing one particular lift is equivalent to choose the gauge in

which the system is described. The choice of the gauge does not influence the ex-

perimental outcomes of a measurement, so changing the gaugewill not have any

observable consequences. Any choice for the gauge is legitimate, but all physical

quantities are required to remain unchanged under gauge transformations, i.e. are

required to begauge invariants.

The general argument used in the discussion above is analog to the one used in

classical electrodynamics. It is known that an electromagnetic field is described

using an abstract vector potentialV which is defined up to a term∇f, with f a

general scalar field. Choosing the functionf is equivalent of choosing the gauge,

while changingf defines a gauge transformation. However, the Maxwell equa-

tions describing the dynamics of the observable electromagnetic field arising from

V do not depend on the choice off, i.e. they are gauge invariant. Gauge trans-

formations and gauge invariance play an important role alsoin other areas of

physics. In particular, in quantum field theory, the so called gauge theoriesin-
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vestigate gauge invariance under symmetry groups different fromU(1). However,

this subject is far beyond the purposes of this introductionand it is not going to be

treated here.

Let us conclude this section giving a simple example of gaugeinvariance,

which gives the flavour of the practical implications of thisconcept. Let us con-

sider the modulus of the scalar product between two (non-orthogonal) vectors

|ψ0〉 and|ψ1〉,which is written as|〈ψ0|ψ1〉|. After applying a phase transformation

mapping|ψ0〉 → |ψ′
0〉 and|ψ1〉 → |ψ′

1〉,with |ψ′
0〉 = eiα0 |ψ0〉 and|ψ′

1〉 = eiα1 |ψ1〉,

it is straightforward to see that|〈ψ′
0|ψ′

1〉| = |〈ψ0|ψ1〉|. The invariance of this quan-

tity underU(1) transformation is not surprising after all, since taking the modulus

of the scalar product ”washes out” all the phase factors. To find more interesting

gauge invariant quantities, we need to consider combinations involving more then

two vectors.

2.1.2 Geometric phase and Gauge invariants

In the previous section we have pointed out how the outcomes of any physical

observations performed on a system are independent on the particular choice of

the gauge. That means that any measurable quantity must be a gauge invariant,

i.e. must depend only on the structure of the projective Hilbert spaceP. In this

section, we introduce geometric phase as a quantity with this properties using an

operational approach, meaning that our definition of geometric phase is given in

terms of the amount by which the interference fringes arising from an interfer-

ometric experiment are shifted due to the cyclic evolution of a generic quantum

system.
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Let us start by considering a quantum state whose initial state is given by the

pure density matrixρψ0 , and let’s suppose the state is subsequently transformed

in ρψ1 , ρ
ψ
2 and back inρψ0 . We now want to apply a lift to the three pure density

matrices to obtain three vectors in Hilbert space accordingto Lα0(ρ
ψ
0 ) = |ψ0〉,

Lα1(ρ
ψ
1 ) = |ψ1〉 andLα2(ρ

ψ
2 ) = |ψ2〉 (notice that here the phase factors are im-

plicitly included in the definition of|ψj〉). This operation fixes the gauge in which

the system is described. As pointed out in the previous section, any choice of

gauge is legitimate, since such choice does not influence thephysical properties

of the system. We then choose the phasesα0, α1 andα2 such thatarg 〈ψ0|ψ1〉 = 0

andarg 〈ψ1|ψ2〉 = 0. Under this gauge choice, the vectors|ψ0〉 and|ψ1〉 (as well

as the vectors|ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉) are said to respect the condition ofdistant paral-

lelism [65] and the state is said to beparallel transportedfrom |ψ0〉 to |ψ1〉 and

from |ψ1〉 to |ψ2〉.

It is important to notice that, even though it is possible to choose a gauge such

that the parallel transport condition is always satisfied, i. e. arg 〈ψ0|ψ1〉 = 0 and

arg 〈ψ1|ψ2〉 = 0, the first vector|ψ0〉 and the last vector|ψ2〉 might not respect

the condition of distant parallelism, meaning thatarg 〈ψ0|ψ2〉 6= 0 in general. The

non-transitive nature of parallel transport plays a fundamental role in the arising

of geometric phases, as we will see shortly.

Keeping this in mind, let us consider a quantum system initially prepared

in the pure density matrixρψ0 . We suppose that the system’s evolution is given

by a sequence of pure density matricesS ≡ {ρψ0 , ρψ1 , . . . ρψn}. The sequenceS

defines a discrete cyclic path in the projective Hilbert space P. This means

that the state of the system is subsequently transformed along S and back to

ρψ0 , according toρψ0 → ρψ1 · · · → ρψn → ρψ0 . Let us now apply a liftL{αj}
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to the whole sequenceS. This operation fixes the gauge in which the evolution

is described, generating a sequence of vectors inH (or a path inH) given by

S ≡ {L{α0}(ρ
ψ
0 ),L{α1}(ρ

ψ
1 ), . . . ,L{αn}(ρ

ψ
n)}. The question we would like to ask

is wether it is possible to find a physical quantity which depends only on the

geometryof the pathS in the projective Hilbert spaceP, meaning that it is deter-

mined only by the pure density matrices{ρψj } and by their order in the sequence.

Obviously, this quantity is also required to be gauge invariant.

To answer this question, let us now choose a gauge such that the state of the

system results parallel transported along the pathS. Within this gauge choice,

the pathS in Hilbert space is given byS ≡ {|ψ0〉, |ψ1〉, . . . , |ψn〉}, with the vec-

tors {|ψj〉} fulfilling the parallel transport conditionarg〈ψj|ψj+1〉 = 0, ∀j ∈

{0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. Once the gauge is chosen, we are in the position of considering

the interference experiment sketched in Figure 2.1: after going through the first

beam splitter, the initial state of the system|ψ0〉 evolves independently in the two

arms of the interferometer. While a simple phase shifting isapplied in the upper

arm, the system undergoes the cyclic evolution defined by thepathS in the lower

arm. The two system are recombined by the second beam splitter, and interference

fringes are generated at the interferometer output. An explicit calculation shows

that the interference fringes will result shifted, respectto the phase reference given

by χ, by an amount corresponding to

θg(S) = arg∆(ψ0, . . . , ψn), (2.4)
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|ψ0〉

|ψ1〉 |ψ2〉 . . . |ψn〉 |ψ0〉

eiχ

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of an interference experiment in which a
state|ψ0〉 undergoes a cyclic evolution in the lower arm of a Mach-Zender in-
terferometer. The geometric phase acquired in the process can be detected by
looking at the shifting in the interference pattern generated in the output of the
interferometer.

where the complex quantity∆(ψ0, . . . , ψn) is given by

∆(ψ0, . . . , ψn) = 〈ψn|ψ0〉
n−1
∏

j=0

〈ψj |ψj+1〉. (2.5)

It can be easily checked that the quantity∆(ψ0, . . . , ψn) is invariant under gauge

transformations. This quantity, which is calledBargmann invariant[60, 66, 67],

thus depends only on the pathS in the projective Hilbert spaceP and it is in-

dependent on the choice of the gauge. As a consequence of the invariance of

∆(ψ0, . . . , ψn), the phaseθg(S) is also a physical observable quantity which de-

pends only on the geometric properties of the pathS followed during the cyclic

evolution, and as such we will call it the geometric phase associated withS.

The discussion above can be generalized to the case in which the system

evolves along a continuous curve in the projective Hilbert space. In this scenario,
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a continuous curve inP is defined asC ≡ {ρψ(s)}. The situation is analogous

to the one treated above, with the difference that the discrete indexj has been

substituted by the continuous real parameters ∈ [si, sf ]. We can now apply a lift

to the whole curveC to obtain a curveC ≡ {Lαs(ρ
ψ(s))} formed by vectors in

H.

The passage between the discrete and the continuous case canbe implemented

by dividing the interval[si, sf ] into n smaller intervals[sj , sj+1] such that

sj < sj+1, ∀j

|sj+1 − sj| = ǫ, ∀j

s0 = si, sn = sf .

(2.6)

Making use of this subdivision, we can consider the same interference experi-

ment described above where the discrete path inH followed during the evolution

is defined by the sequence{|ψ(s0)〉, |ψ(s1)〉 . . . |ψ(sn)〉}. According to Equation

(2.4), the interference fringes in the interferometer’s output are then shifted by

arg∆ǫ(ψ(s0), ψ(s1), . . . , ψ(sn)). To obtain the geometric phase for the continu-

ous curveC, it is sufficient to take the limit of this expression, i.e.

θg(C) = lim
ǫ→0

arg∆ǫ(ψ(s0), ψ(s1), . . . , ψ(sn)). (2.7)

A detailed calculation shows that the limit in Equation (2.7) exists and is given

by [61]

θg(C) = arg〈ψ(si)|ψ(sf)〉+ i

∫ sf

si

ds〈ψ(s)| ∂
∂s

|ψ(s)〉. (2.8)

The quantityθg(C) is the geometric phase associated with the curveC. Opera-
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tionally, it can be defined as the amount by which the interference fringes arising

from an interferometric experiment are shifted due to the cyclic evolution of the

system along a continuous closed curveC.

Some additional remarks are due regarding the form of Equation (2.8). The

geometric phaseθg(C) is written as the sum of two terms, each of which can be

interpreted as an independent contribution to the total gauge independent quantity

θg(C). The first term on the RHS of Equation (2.8), given by

θtot = arg〈ψ(si)|ψ(sf)〉, (2.9)

can be regarded as thetotal phase difference between the initial state|ψi〉 and the

final state|ψf〉 in the curveC. On the other hand, the second term

θd = i

∫ sf

si

ds〈ψ(s)| ∂
∂s

|ψ(s)〉 (2.10)

represents thedynamicalcontribution to the geometric phase arising from the

evolution alongC. It is important to stress that these two terms, if considered

individually, are not independent on the choice of the gauge. Only the sum of

them is gauge invariant, and as such represents a physical property of the system

which can be observed through an interference experiment. The form of Equa-

tion (2.8) shows that the formalism presented above is equivalent to the original

Berry-Aharonov-Anandan proposals [58, 59], and it is indeed the most general

way to define geometric phases in the context of pure states undergoing a unitary

evolution.

We would like to stress one more time thatθg(S) represents the amount by
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which the interference fringes are shifted due to the cyclicevolutionS of the

system in the lower arm of the interferometer. Indeed, an interference experiment

where the shifting of the fringes with respect to a fixed reference is observed

represents the only way to measure a phase picked up by a givensystem [65], and

in this sense in can be regarded as anoperationaldefinition of geometric phase.

This idea is particularly useful in our discussion, since itallows us to extend the

definition of geometric phase to the case of mixed states (seeSection 2.1.3).

2.1.3 Geometric phases for mixed states

In the previous section we have treated the problem of defining geometric phases

for pure states undergoing a cyclic unitary evolution, considering an operational

definition of geometric phase in terms of the amount by which the fringes arising

from an interference experiment are shifted. This approachis useful since it can

be generalized to the case of cyclic evolution ofmixedstates.

Following [62], let us consider an interference experimentin which a quantum

system undergoes an unitary transformationU in the lower arm of an interferom-

eter while only a fixed phase shifteiχ is applied in the upper arm. The situation is

analogous to the one considered in the previous section, with the difference that

here the initial state of the system is not a pure state but a general density matrix

ρ0. Differently from the case of a pure density matrix,ρ0 can not be associated

with a vector in Hilbert space. In general, a density matrix can be written as an

incoherent sum of pure states according toρ0 =
∑

k wk|ψk〉〈ψk|.

Let us now consider the effect of the unitary transformationapplied toρ0 on

the output intensity of the interferometer. Considering that the action ofU is given
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by ρ1 = Uρ0U
†, the intensityI at the interferometer output can be calculated and

it turns out to be [62]

I =
1

2

(

1 + |Tr{Uρ0}| cos[χ− arg Tr{Uρ0}]
)

. (2.11)

It is clear from Equation (2.11) that the unitary transformation applied to the ini-

tial stateρ0 in the lower arm of the interferometer results in a shifting of the in-

terference fringes in the output by an amount correspondingto θ = argTr{Uρ0}.

Moreover, thevisibility of the fringesν, defined asν = (Imax−Imin)/(Imax+Imin),

is reduced by a factor|Tr{Uρ0}|.

Recalling the decomposition of the density matrixρ0 as an incoherent sum of

pure density matrix given above, the quantitiesθ andν can be regarded asaverage

values over the probability distributionwk. Indeed, for a pure state|ψk〉, Equation

(2.11) reduces to

Ik =
1

2

(

1 + νk cos[χ− θk]
)

, (2.12)

whereνk = |〈ψk|U |ψk〉| andθk = arg〈ψk|U |ψk〉. Taking the average over the

probability distributionwk we obtain

I =
1

2

∑

k

wkIk =
1

2

(

1 +
∑

k

wkνk cos[χ− θk]
)

. (2.13)

This equation can be recast into the formI = (1/2)(1 + ν cos[χ − θ]) observing
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that

θ = arg
∑

k

wkνke
iθk = arg Tr{Uρ0},

ν =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

k

wkνke
iθk

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= |Tr{Uρ0}|.
(2.14)

It is important and crucial to point out that, within this operational definition, the

shifting in the interference pattern due to the cyclic evolutiondefinesthe geometric

phaseθ acquired by the system.

Let us reconsider the argument above in the context of a unitary time evolu-

tion described by the time-dependent operatorU(t). As done in the case of pure

states, we assume that the parallel transport condition is always satisfied during

the evolution. For the mixed state case, the parallel transport condition can be

stated as Tr[ρ(t)U̇ (t)U †(t)] = 0. Moreover, a more stringent condition is required

to be fulfilled. Together with the parallel transport condition for the density matrix

ρ(t), we also require that the instantaneous eigenstates|ϕk(t)〉 of ρ(t) fulfill the

condition〈ϕk(t)|U̇(t)U †(t)|ϕk(t)〉 = 0. These two conditions define the parallel

transport in the case of a non-degenarate density matrix. Considering a curve in

the density matrices space defined by the unitary operatorU(t) whose end points

areρ0 andρ(T ), the two conditions above ensure that the dynamical contribution

to the total phase picked up along the curve is identically zero. For that rea-

son, following the argument put forth above, we can associate a geometric phase

θg = θ = argTr{U(T )ρ0} to this curve.
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2.2 Opto-mechanical devices

The study of opto-mechanics devices have received a huge boost in the recent

years triggered by the constant advances in engineering high finesse optical cav-

ities and mechanical resonators at a microscopic level. In this section, we give a

general overview on this topic, both from an experimental and a theoretical point

of view. In Section 2.2.1, we give a brief overview of the fundamental mechanism

these devices are based on, the radiation pressure force, and we describe some of

the recent experimental achievements in the field. In Section 2.2.2, we analyze

the mathematical tools we will use in the rest of this thesis to witness quantum

behaviors in such devices.

2.2.1 Radiation pressure

Radiation pressure is a phenomenon first observed at the beginning of the last

centuries [68,69]. The idea that light is able to ”push” a surface made of conduct-

ing material is due to Maxwell himself, who predicted the existence of such an

effect starting from his famous equations governing the dynamics of a classical

electromagnetic field. In a quantum context, radiation pressure can be intuitively

understood in terms of photons transferring their momentumto a surface.

Modern opto-mechanical devices are based on the radiation pressure effect.

An opto-mechanical device is constituted by a Fabry-Perot cavity where one or

both end mirrors are able to oscillate around their equilibrium positions. The

oscillating mirror is treated as a quantum harmonic oscillator described by the an-

nihilation and creation bosonic operatorsb andb†, with the canonical momentum

and position operatorsp andq given byp = i(b†−b)/
√
2 andq = (b†+b)/

√
2.On
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the other hand, the field inside the cavity is described by thephotonic operatorsa†

anda, with the photons number operatorn given byn = a†a. The moving mirror

and the field inside the cavity interact through the radiation pressure Hamiltonian,

given by

Hrp = χa†a(b† + b), (2.15)

whereχ is a coupling constant given byχ = (ω/L)
√

~/2mωm, with ω the fun-

damental mode of the cavity,L the cavity length,m the mass of the mirror and

ωm its frequency1 [70]. The HamiltonianHrp is valid only under the adiabatic

approximation for the motion of the mirror, i.e. under the condition ω ≫ ωm.

This condition is usually widely satisfied when optical cavities and mechanical

cantilevers are considered. The adiabatic condition ensures that no photons are

scattered by the mirror in other modes of the cavity, so that the cavity field can be

considered as monochromatic for practical purposes.

The Hamiltonian in Equation (2.15) clearly shows how the radiation pressure

interaction affects the position of the oscillator. To see that, let us consider the time

evolution operatorU(t) = exp(−iHtott) corresponding to the total Hamiltonian

of the system, i. e.

Htot = ωa†a+ ωmb
†b+Hrp. (2.16)

Using Baker-Campbell-Hausdorf expansion, it can be shown that the time evolu-

tion operator assumes the form [71]

U(t) = e−iωa
†ateiχ̃

2(a†a)2Λ(t)Dm[ζ(t)χ̃a
†a]e−iωmb

†
sbs, (2.17)

1Notice that, although we have set~ ≡ 1 in equation (2.15),~ appears in the definition ofχ, which has the correct
units ofs−1.
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with χ̃ = χ/ωm, Λ(t) = ωmt − sin(ωmt) , ζ(t) = 1 − e−iωmt andDm[. . .] is

the displacement operator for the mirror. Equation (2.17) clearly shows that the

oscillator is displaced in phase space by an amount proportional to the number of

photons present in the cavity due to the radiation pressure effect.

The time evolution operator arising from radiation pressure gives rise to a

variety of interesting phenomena which have been subject ofextensive studies. In

this thesis, we will consider a different Hamiltonian modelwhich can be directly

derived from Equation (2.15) under some particular conditions (see Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4).

2.2.2 Quantum witnesses

In the context of opto-mechanics, it is unrealistic to assume a pure unitary evo-

lution of the mechanical resonators. Factors like mechanical damping and ther-

mal fluctuations heavily influence the dynamics of the system, giving rise to non-

trivial dissipative evolutions. The question we want to askis whether such mas-

sive systems strongly interacting with the environment canstill display important

non-classical features. In particular, we consider entanglement between various

subparts of the system, violations of Bell inequalities andnegative values of the

Wigner function as signatures of non-classicality. Such features are widely re-

garded as characteristic manifestations of quantum mechanics.

Opto-mechanical systems are better described using the continuous variables

formalism. Quantifying the amount of entanglement in a general continuous vari-

able mixed state is not a trivial task. Indeed, a precise quantification of entan-

glement is possible only for a certain class of states calledGaussian states[72],
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i.e. those states whose Wigner function is Gaussian. The non-linearity of the

radiation pressure Hamiltonian leads to field-mirror states that are in general non-

Gaussian throughout the evolution of the whole system. Although it is possible to

make some approximations which lead to a linearized effective interaction Hamil-

tonian [29, 73–75], in this thesis we are interested in the effects arising from the

non-linear nature of the interaction (see Chapter 4). For these reasons, we are

going to introduce mathematical tools that are suitable forthe detection of entan-

glement in non-Gaussian states. Due to the lack of necessaryand sufficient sepa-

rability criteria for such states, in general entanglementcan only be witnessed by

making use ofentanglement witnesses,which rely on existing necessary (but not

sufficient) separability conditions for non-Gaussian states.

The first entanglement witness we introduce is based on the Peres-Horodecki

separability criterion [76, 77]. In general, a density matrix ρ describing the state

of a bipartite quantum system formed by the two partsA andB can be written as

ρ =
∑

ρµνjk |j〉A〈k|⊗|µ〉B〈ν|, where{|j〉A} and{|µ〉A} are complete orthonormal

basis for the subsystemsA andB, respectively. The density matrixρ is said to be

separable if and only if it can be written in the formρ =
∑

k wkρ
A
k ⊗ ρBk , where

ρAk (ρBk ) are generic density matrices referring to the systemA (B) alone andwk

are real coefficients fulfilling the condition
∑

k wk = 1.

According to the Peres-Horodecki criterion, a density matrix is separable only

if none of the eigenvalues of its partial transpose with respect toA (or, equiv-

alently, toB) is negative, being the partial transposition operation with respect

to A defined asρTA ≡ ∑

ρµνjk |k〉A〈j| ⊗ |µ〉B〈ν|. The implication can be sim-

ply proven, since for a separable density matrix the partialtranspose reduces to

ρTA =
∑

k wk(ρ
A
k )

T ⊗ ρBk , which is a non-negative density matrix. Based on
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Peres-Horodecki criterion, it is possible to define an entanglement witness, called

logarithmic negativity[78], that quantifies the negativity of the partial transposed

density matrix. The logarithmic negativityE is defined asE(ρ) = log (||ρTA||),

where||.|| denotes the trace norm of an operator. For a density matrix, the trace

norm is defined as||ρ|| = Tr|ρ|.

The quantityE provides a quantification of the amount of entanglement in the

cases in which the Peres-Horodecki criterion is also a sufficient condition for sep-

arability. These includes the case in whichA andB are two-dimensional systems

and the case in which one of the systems is two-dimensional and the other three-

dimensional [77]. In the context of continuous variable entanglement, the criterion

has been proven a sufficient separability condition for Gaussian states [79,80]. For

non-Gaussian states, logarithmic negativity can be seen only as an entanglement

witness, meaning that a non-zero value ofE still implies the non-separability of

the state, although it is possible thatE = 0 for a non-separable state.

Another way to witness non-classicality in a mixed state consists of making

use of violations of Bell inequalities. According to Bell theorem [81,82], the pre-

dictions of quantum mechanics can not be reproduced by a local hidden variable

theory. More precisely, assuming that the outcomes of quantum measurements

are determined by some local hidden variable probability distribution necessarily

leads to some limitation in the amount of correlations two partiesA (Alice) and

B (Bob) can share. Considering certain quantum states, theselimitations can be

overcome, meaning that no local hidden variable theory can explain this type of

quantum correlations. In order to clarify this concept, we now briefly outline the

proof of Bell theorem.

Let us consider the scenario in which Alice and Bob share a quantum state. Al-
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ice (Bob) perform some measurementA (B) whose outcomes are given bya (b).

The joint probability of a certain pair of outcomes{a, b} given the measurements

{A,B} is given byP (ab|AB). We assume that such outcomes are determined by

the choice of the measurementsA andB and by some hidden variableλ, such

that the joint probability distribution is now given byP (ab|AB, λ). We now as-

sume the hidden variableλ can influence the outcomes of a given measurement

only locally. This assumption can be formalized by assumingthat the joint proba-

bility P (ab|AB, λ) can be factorized into local probability distributions forAlice

and Bob, according toP (ab|AB, λ) = P (a|A, λ)P (b|B, λ). Within this assump-

tion, and supposing that the probability distributionρ(λ) of λ is unknown (in this

sense the variable is ”hidden”), the observable joint probability distribution can

be written as

P (ab|AB) =

∫

dλP (a|A, λ)P (b|B, λ)ρ(λ). (2.18)

Equation (2.18) constitutes the crucial assumption in the derivation of Bell’s the-

orem.

The existence of a local hidden variable theory imposes a boundary on the

amount of correlations that Alice and Bob can share. Let us now consider the

scenario in which Alice performs two measurementsA andA′ whose outcome

area = ±1 anda′ = ±1 and Bob also performs two measuresB andB′ whose

outcome areb = ±1 andb′ = ±1. The correlations shared by Alice an Bob can be

quantified by the correlation functionC(A,B),which is defined as the expectation

value ofA andB, i.e. C(A,B) =
∑

a,b abP (ab|AB). Actually, by performing

two measurements each, Alice and Bob can construct four different correlation

functionsC(A,B), C(A,B′), C(A′, B) andC(A′, B′). It is proven [82, 83] that,
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under the assumption of locality, the inequality

|C(A,B) + C(A,B′) + C(A′, B)− C(A′, B′)| ≤ 2 (2.19)

is always satisfied for any possible choice ofA,A′ andA,B′. This means that the

assumption of local realism contained in Equation (2.18), i.e. the assumption that

the outcomes of a measurement are determined by the local hidden variableλwith

probability distributionρ(λ), necessarily imposes an upper bound to the quantity

in Equation (2.19).

Quantum states that allow the violation of this bound, such as pure entangled

states, can not be described by any local hidden variable theory. Non-locality

can be regarded as a strong signature of non-classicality. Indeed, it has been

shown [84] that entanglement is a necessary condition for violations of Bell in-

equalities, which can be thus considered a reliable entanglement witnesses. In this

regard, it is important to point out that, in the context of this thesis, we do not at-

tempt to propose an experimental test of Bell inequalities.We will only consider

Bell inequalities (in particular CHSH inequality) as a theoretical tool to witness

entanglement in non-Gaussian states.

Together with entanglement and non locality, negative values of the Wigner

function associated with a density matrix can be regarded asa strong signature of

non classicality. The Wigner function is a quasi-probability distribution describ-

ing the state of the system in phase space [85]. Given the density matrix ρ, the

associated Wigner functionW (q, p) is defined as

W (q, p) = (1/π)

∫ ∞

−∞

dy〈q − y|ρ|q + y〉e2ipy. (2.20)
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An equivalent definition of the Wigner function can be given in terms of the

Fourier transform of the Weyl characteristic functionχ(ν) as (see also Equation

(4.12) in Chapter 4) [72]

W (µ) = π

∫

d2ν(eµν
∗−µ∗ν)χ(ν), (2.21)

whereµ = q + ip andχ(ν) = Tr[D(ν)ρ]. HereD(ν) = exp(νa† − ν∗a) is the

displacement operator for the modea. For certain classes of states, the Wigner

function associated with their density matrix is non-negative for all values ofµ. In

this case,W (µ) can be interpreted as the quantum analog to the classical Liouville

density probability distribution. However, quantum states may exhibit negative

values of the Wigner function. In this case, the quantum-to-classical analogy can

not be put forth any longer, since the Liouville density probability distribution

must be, by definition, non-negative. In this sense, negative values of the Wigner

function can be seen as a genuine witness of non-classicality.

2.3 Dynamical Casimir effect and Kibble-Zurek

Mechanism

A distinctive feature of the quantum theory of the electromagnetic field, and of

quantum field theory in general, consists of the existence ofvacuum fluctuations,

also called zero-point fluctuations, which have no correspondence in the classical

world. Such vacuum fluctuations are able to produce measurable effects such as

the Casimir-Polder force between two neutral surfaces brought close enough to

each other [86]. Another intriguing manifestation of zero-point fluctuation is the
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photons’ production from vacuum induced by time-dependentboundary condi-

tions, an effect known as Dynamical Casimir effect (DCE) [39–43].

The challenge of finding an experimental evidence of DCE has been an open

problem until very recently [51], given the highly demanding operating regimes at

which this effect becomes observable. In this thesis (see chapter 5), we address the

problem of bringing the observation of DCE close to experimentally achievable

conditions making use of the peculiar behaviour of a system brought close to a

quantum phase transition. Moreover, we will also show that DCE can be linked to

another fundamental effect typically encountered in critical systems, the Kibble-

Zurek mechanism (KZM) [44–46]. The purpose of this section is to give a brief

overview of DCE and KZM, focusing on the aspects of these two phenomena

which are particularly relevant for our discussion.

2.3.1 Dynamical Casimir effect: a brief overview

The fundamental connection between DCE and vacuum fluctuations relies on the

fact that the number operatorN is not a conserved quantity when the boundary

condition of the problem are time-dependent. This concept can be understood bet-

ter by analyzing a simple example. Following Moore [39], we consider a system

formed by a 1-dimensional cavity where the two end mirrors can move along ar-

bitrary (time-like) trajectories given by the functionsx = q1(t) andx = q2(t). To

obtain a quantum description of such system, we first addressthe problem from

a classical point of view. In a second stage, we describe the field’s quantization

procedure, showing how the quantum nature of the vacuum state gives rise to

DCE.
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We thus start by considering a (classical) electromagneticfield inside the cav-

ity and we assume that the electric component of the field is polarized along the

z direction. The field can be then described by a vector potential ~A = {Ax =

0, Ay = 0, Az = A}, which generates the electric and the magnetic fields given

by ~E = {0, 0,−∂tA} and ~B = {0,−∂xA, 0}. According to Maxwell’s theory, the

vector potential is required to fulfill Maxwell’s equation in free space,

∂2tA = ∂2xA, (2.22)

with boundary conditions determined by the position of the mirrors. For the fixed

mirrors problem, the boundary conditions need to ensure thecontinuity of the

electric field, which requires~E = 0 at the mirrors’ surface. Here we are interested

in the case in which the two mirrors are moving. In this situation, the natural

generalization of the continuity principle imposes that the electric field vanishes

at the mirrors’ surfacein the Lorenz frame where the mirrors are at rest. This

requirement is satisfied when the conditionsA(q1(t), t) = A(q2(t), t) = 0 are

imposed on the vector potential. The classical problem is then completely defined

by Equation (2.22) and by the boundary conditions given above.

We now consider the spaceS whose elements are all the solutionsf(x, t)

of Equation (2.22) for which: (i)f is a real function satisfying the boundary

conditions; (ii)f and∂tf are square-integrable overx for any fixed timet. Given

the spaceS, the product between two elementsf1 andf2 is defined as

(f1|f2) =
∫ q2(t)

q1(t)

dx(f2∂tf1 − f1∂tf2). (2.23)
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The form given in Equation (2.23) is antisymmetric (i.e.(f1|f2) = −(f2|f1)),

non-degenerate (i.e. if(f1|f2) = 0 for all f2, thenf1 = 0) and totally isotropic

(i.e. (f |f) = 0 for all f ). The spaceS has thus the structure of a symplectic

vector space. As a final step in the construction of our classical theory, we define

a canonical basis in the spaceS formed by the normal modes{An(x, t), Bn(x, t)}

(with n = 1, 2, . . . ,∞) such that(An|Am) = 0, (Bn|Bm) = 0 and(An|Bm) =

δn,m. The existence of a canonical basis inS (which can be explicitly constructed,

as explained in [39]) implies that everyf can be written as a linear combination

of the normal modes{An(x, t), Bn(x, t)}. Since the space of the solutions has

the structure of a vector space, we will denote an element inS as |f). Within

this notation, a vector|f) can be written as|f) =
∑

n ξn|An) + zn|Bn), where

ξn = −(Bn|f) andzn = (An|f).

We are now in the position to construct a quantum theory of thefield. In order

to do so, we will follow [87]. First, we define a mapR : S → B, whereB is the

space of Hermitian operators defined over the Hilbert spaceH of physical states of

the electromagnetic field (notice that the actual structureof the Hilbert spaceH is

not known yet, and it will emerge later from the definition of the field operators).

The mapR, which associates solutionsf of the classical problem with quantum

mechanical operators, is chosen such that

[R(f1),R(f2)] = −i(f1|f2). (2.24)

Considering the action ofR on the canonical basis{An, Bn}, we define the op-

eratorspn = R(An) and qn = R(Bn). It follows from Equation (2.24) and

from the properties ofAn andBn thatpn andqn obey the commutation relations
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[pn, pm] = 0, [qn, qm] = 0 and [qn, pm] = −iδn,m. This means that they can be

regarded as the canonical operators for each mode of the electromagnetic field in

our quantum theory.

Given the position and momentum operators, it is now possible to define the

relevant quantities in the discussion about DCE, i.e. the creation and annihilation

operators (which also define the physical Hilbert spaceH), the number operator

and the field operator. The creation and annihilation operators for each mode can

be defined in the usual way asan = (qn+ipn)/
√
2 anda†n = (qn−ipn)/

√
2.Given

an anda†n, it is straightforward to define the number operator asN =
∑

n a
†
nan.

On the other hand, the field operator of our theoryφ(x, t) can be defined in terms

of the canonical operators asφ(x, t) =
∑

nBn(x, t)pn−An(x, t)qn. The definition

of the number operatorN in our quantum theory plays a fundamental role in the

context of DCE.

To clarify this point, let us consider the relations betweenN and the field

operatorφ(x, t). Exploiting the definition ofφ(x, t), the number operator can be

written as

N =
1

2

∑

n

(qn − ipn)(qn + ipn) =

=− 1

2

∑

n

(φ|Bn)(Bn|φ) + (φ|An)(An|φ) + i(φ|φ) =

− 1

2

∑

n

(φ|J |φ) + i(φ|φ),

(2.25)

where we have introduced the quantityJ =
∑

n |Bn)(Bn| + |An)(An|. In the

language of functions,J corresponds to the anticommutator function, which is
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given by

D(x, t; x′, t′) =
∑

n

Bn(x, t)Bn(x
′, t′) + An(x, t)An(x

′, t′). (2.26)

It is important to notice that the anticommutator function is the expectation value

of the field operator anticommutator in the vacuum state, i.e. D(x, t; x′, t′) =

〈0|φ(x, t)φ(x′, t′) + φ(x′, t′)φ(x, t)|0〉. That means that the nature of the vacuum

state is directly connected to the definition of the number operatorN .

The properties of the anticommutator function in Equation (2.26) are crucial

in the arising of DCE. To see that, let us first discuss the situation in which the two

mirrors are fixed. In this case, the result of the field quantization is known, and

the basisAn andBn (which define the anticommutator function and the number

operator) can be chosen in a natural way (see [39] for more details). The result

is that the anticommutator function isinvariant under time translations. This

invariance results on the fact that the number operator (and, consequently, the

vacuum state) does not depend on time. If the cavity field is initially unpopulated,

it will remain as such.

On the contrary, in the case of time dependent boundary conditions, it is in

general not possible to find a set of normal modesAn(x, t) andBn(x, t) such that

the anticommutator function is invariant under time translations. This means that

the vacuum state at some timet will not have the properties of the vacuum at

some later timet′, with a finite number of photons generated in the cavity. We

would like to point out that also in the classical theory it isnot possible to find a

set of normal modes for which the anticommutator function istime-translationally

invariant. However, this results in generation of radiation only when the quantum
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nature of the field is taken into account. Indeed, a crucial role in the process is

played by the existence of the number operatorN, which does not have a counter-

part in the classical formalism.

2.3.2 Experimental observation of dynamical Casimir effect

Observing DCE has been a very elusive task until very recently, when Wilson

et. al. [51] provided the first experimental demonstration of this phenomenon.

In [51], the boundary conditions of a transmission line are sinusoidally modulated

in time at frequencies≈ 11GHz by applying a magnetic field through the loop of

a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) placed at the end of the

line. Using this technique, observable radiation is generated through a DCE-like

mechanism, providing the first evidence of DCE in the microwaves regime. How-

ever, observing DCE in systems where the typical frequencies are in the optical

range might be very demanding, due to the very high modulation rates at which

the photons production becomes observable.

Let us consider, for example, a cavity where one of the mirrors moves around

its stationary positionx0, while the other one is fixed. The stationary position of

the moving mirror determines the stationary fundamental frequency of the cav-

ity ω0. In principle, DCE can arise from any modulation of the mirror’s position

with non-uniform acceleration. However, the probability of generating photons is

negligible for practical purposes when the motion of the cavity’s mirrors is slow

compared to the normal mode stationary frequencyω0. Indeed, in such a situation

the field adiabatically follows the changes in the boundary conditions, and the

initial vacuum state can be considered as such for all timest with good approx-
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imation. On the contrary, in a situation where the changing rate in the mirror’s

position is comparable with the field fundamental frequency, the number of pho-

tons generated through DCE increases considerably.

Recently, various setups have been proposed to overcome thetechnological

barriers still precluding the observation of DCE in systemswith very high char-

acteristic frequencies. In the following, we will briefly review a proposal where

the interaction between the electromagnetic field and a two level atom is analyzed

in the context of DCE [49, 50]. The study of such system constitutes the starting

point for the achievement of the results presented in Chapter 5.

Let us thus consider a system in which a two level atom is placed inside a

cavity with fixed mirrors. The atom is able to interact with the field inside the

cavity through the usual dipole-dipole interaction. The total Hamiltonian of the

atom-cavity system is then given by

H = ωaa
†a + ωbσz + g(σ+ + σ−)(a

† + a), (2.27)

wherea†, a are the bosonic operators for the field inside the cavity,{σz, σ+, σ−}

are the pseudo-spin angular momentum components describing the atom,ωa is

the fundamental frequency of the cavity,ωb is the energy splitting between the

two atomic levels andg is the atom-field interaction constant. We assume that

at the initial timet0 the cavity field is in its vacuum state and the atom is in its

ground state, so no field or atomic excitations are initiallypresent.

We now notice that the action of changing the mirrors’ position modifies the

length of the cavity and consequently its fundamental frequency. This action is

thus equivalent to introducing a time dependence in the Hamiltonian’s parameter
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ωa. Such a parametric modulation is then expected to result in DCE [47]. More-

over, it is sufficient to consider an appropriate Heisenbergrepresentation in order

to switch from an Hamiltonian in whichωa is a function of time to an Hamiltonian

in whichωb or g are time-dependent andωa is constant. For that reason, DCE can

arise from the modulation of any parameter appearing in the Hamiltonian (2.27).

This observation is important from a practical perspective, since the possibil-

ity of choosing which parameter is modulated in time may results in a significative

advantage from an experimental point of view. For example, in some situations

modulating the coupling constantg is easier than changing the cavity mirrors’

position [56], while in other setups considering a time-dependent atomic split-

ting ωb might be the most advantageous choice. However, the choice of the time

dependent parameter does not influence the frequency range at which DCE is ob-

servable. The case in whichωb is modulated sinusoidally is analyzed in [49].

It is shown how the photons’ production from vacuum becomes non-negligible

only when the modulation frequencyη is on the same order of the cavity’s fun-

damental frequencyωa (in particular, the calculations show that DCE arises when

η ≈ 2ωa). This means that, for an optical cavity, changing the time-dependent

parameter does not change the modulation frequency, which is still in the optical

range. On the contrary, in Chapter 5 we will present a scheme where the modula-

tion frequencyη required by DCE can be lowered significantly by exploiting the

properties of a critical system close to a quantum phase transition.
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2.3.3 Kibble-Zurek mechanism: the basic idea

We are now going to introduce the other fundamental phenomenon studied in

Chapter (5), the KZM [44, 45]. The main idea behind KZM is intimately related

to the concept of phase transition. A phase transition is typically characterized

by a change in the properties of the ground state of the systemafter crossing the

critical point. The critical point is defined by a certain critical value of a character-

istic parameter of the system (for example the temperatureT ). Above the critical

point, the ground state of the system usually possesses somesymmetry properties,

while below the critical point such symmetries are broken. Such symmetries are

characterized by a so calledorder parameter, which assumes a finite value in the

broken symmetry phase while is zero in the symmetric phase. For example, the

total magnetization of a ferromagnetic material can be regarded as the order pa-

rameter for the so called ferromagnetic phase transition: while the ferromagnetic

domains are randomly oriented above a certain temperature,resulting in a spacial

symmetric ground state for which the total magnetization averages to zero, such

domains tend to spontaneously align toward a specific direction below the critical

point, breaking the initial symmetry and inducing a finite total magnetization.

When dealing with the dynamics of a phase transition, the concept of adia-

baticity plays a fundamental role. Indeed, when a system is driven across a con-

tinuous phase transition, the energy gap between the groundstate and the first

excited state goes to zero. Since the inverse of this gap defines the typical time

scale of the system reaction, approaching the critical point results in the so call

critical slowing down. This means that when the system is brought close to criti-

cality, there is always a point in which its state is not able to adiabatically follow
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the changes in the control parameter any longer. This fundamental aspect of criti-

cal systems is described by KZM.

Indeed, although KZM was originally formulated to explain the formation of

galaxy in the expansion of the early universe [44] and the arising of topological

defects in condensed matter systems [45], its essence relies on the description

of the departure from adiabaticity close to the critical point, which is a general

concept applicable to a variety of situations. In this thesis, we will only focus

on this aspect of KZM, which basically consists on approximating the dynamics

of a system close to the critical point as a sequence of adiabatic and impulsive

evolutions.

Let us now consider the main idea behind KZM in more details. We start

by introducing the quantityT (t). In general, when a control parameterg(t) is

varied in time and a critical valuegc exists at which the system undergoes a phase

transition,T (t) can be regarded as a measure of the distance betweeng(t) and

gc. For example, in the context of a temperature-driven phase transition,T (t) is

called the relative temperature and is defined asT (t) = (T (t) − Tc)/Tc, where

Tc is the critical temperature. Notice thatT (t) is defined such that it is positive

above the phase transition, zero at the critical point and negative below the phase

transition. In the context of KZM, it is also important to consider the rate at which

T (t) changes, which constitutes a measure of the rapidity at which criticality is

approached.

In this regard, we are interested in comparing the typical time scale of the

changes inT (t), which is given byT (t)/Ṫ (t), with the typical reaction time

of the system, which in general is a time-dependent parameter τ(t). According

to KZM, the evolution of the system is adiabatic as long asT (t)/Ṫ (t) is long
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compared to the system reaction time. On the contrary, when the critical point is

approached and the changes on the control parameter are too fast with respect to

τ(t), the system enters the impulsive regime. In order to rephrasethis concept in

a more quantitative way, let us consider the equation

T (t)

Ṫ (t)
= τ(t). (2.28)

The solutions of Equation (2.28) define the so calledfreeze outpoints, i.e. the

points at which the transitions between the adiabatic and the impulsive regimes

occur. During the time intervals in whichT (t)/Ṫ (t) > τ(t), the dynamics are

governed by the adiabatic approximation, meaning that the state of the system

adiabatically follows the changes in the control parameter. On the contrary, when

T (t)/Ṫ (t) < τ(t) the impulsive regime takes place, where the state of the system

does not change anymore (i.e. itfreezes) due to the inability of the system to

follow the fast changes of the control parameter.

We would like to stress that, although in some case a simple relation between

the reaction timeτ(t) and the relative temperatureT (t) can be established (see

examples in Section 2.3.4), the existence of such relationsis not a necessary con-

dition for the validity of Equation (2.28). Indeed, the description of the system’s

dynamics as a sequence of adiabatic and impulsive evolutions is a general frame-

work provided by KZM and as such it can be applied to a variety of situations.

This framework is usually applied to the dynamics of a phase transition process,

but it can also be used in the case of avoided crossing (like inthe Landau-Zener

model, see Section 2.3.4) or even when the phase transition does not occur at all,

providing that the system is brought close enough to the critical point. The study
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of this latter situation is one of the main result presented in this thesis and will be

treated extensively in Chapter 5.

2.3.4 Kibble-Zurek mechanism in action

In order to further clarify the discussion in the previous section, here we briefly

analyze two examples in which KZM is applied. The first example we consider is

the case treated in the original paper by Zurek [45], where formation of defects in

2D superfluid4He is studied. The second example we present is the case treated

in [52], where the Landau-Zener model [88,89] is studied in the light of KZM.

In 4He, a critical temperatureTc exists at which the system passes from the

normal phase to the so called superfluid phase. In the normal phase, the value of

the order parameter averages to zero. In the superfluid phase, a mosaic of domains

are formed for which the order parameter assumes a finite value. The size of such

domains is determined by the correlation lengthξ(t), which can be thought as the

typical distance at which the values of the order parameter become uncorrelated.

The other relevant quantity in our discussion is of course the reaction time of the

systemτ(t), which determines the typical time scale at which the system reacts to

external changes. In the following, we will show how the correlation lengthξ(t)

in the superfluid phase can be estimated using KZM.

Let us assume that the evolution starts at the initial timeti → −∞ with the

initial temperatureTi > Tc, i.e. with the system in the normal phase. The system

is then cooled down to a temperatureTf < Tc, in such a way that the critical point

is crossed att = 0. The dynamics of the phase transition can be characterized by

the relative temperatureT (t) = (T (t) − Tc)/Tc. Near the critical point, a linear
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the adiabatic-impulsive-adiabatic regimes
transition in KZ theory applied to the superfluid phase transition in 4He. (figure
taken from [90]).

time dependence forT (t) is assumed. Denoting the rate of the linear quench by

1/τQ, the relative temperature is then written as

T (t) = −t/τQ. (2.29)

In the proximity of the critical point, the correlation length ξ(t) and the reac-

tion time τ(t) are related to the relative temperatureT (t) through an exponen-

tial law. In general, such dependences can be written asξ(t) ∝ |T (t)|−ν and

τ(t) ∝ |T (t)|−νz, where the exponentsν andz are calledcritical exponents. For

4He, a mean field theory treatment of the problem gives

ξ(t) =
ξ0

√

|T (t)|
; τ(t) =

τ0
|T (t)| , (2.30)
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with ξ0 and τ0 constants. The divergence of these two quantities at the critical

point (i.e. when|T (t)| → 0) results in the critical slowing down of the system.

For a linear quench of the relative temperatureT (t), Equation (2.28) assumes

the form

t = τ(t) (2.31)

and admits the two solutionst = ±t̂ = ±√
τQτ0. The two freeze-outpoints−t̂

and t̂ determine the transitions between the adiabatic and the impulsive regimes

(see Figure 2.2): for the time intervalt ∈ [ti,−t̂], i.e. whenT (t)/Ṫ (t) > τ(t),

the adiabatic regime takes place. During this period, the system is able to respond

fast enough to the quench of the control parameter, and its state can adiabatically

follow the changes in the relative temperatureT (t). In the periodt ∈ [−t̂, t̂], dur-

ing which the critical point is crossed andT (t)/Ṫ (t) < τ(t), the critical slowing

down does not allow the system to readjust quickly enough to the parameter’s

changes. The system enters the impulsive regime, where its state is frozen during

the whole time interval. After the phase transition, adiabaticity is restored at time

t = t̂, and the state can follow again the parameter’s changes.

The final correlation length of the domains in the superfluid phase is given

by ξ(t̂). Considering that the system freezes at−t̂, this can be calculated using

Equations (2.29) and (2.30) as

ξ(t̂) = ξ(−t̂) = ξ0
√

|T (−t̂)|
= ξ0 4

√

τQ
τ0
. (2.32)

Although the main approximation employed by KZM (i.e. the assumption that

the state of the system completely freezes for a period of time) might appear as
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an oversimplified description of the system’s dynamics at first look, experimental

observations have shown that the prediction given in Equation (2.32) is indeed

very accurate. In the following, we will see how KZM providesa good description

of the system’s evolution also in a quantum mechanical context.

Let us now pass to analyze the idea proposed by Damski [52], where KZM

is applied to the Landau-Zener model. As mentioned in the previous section, the

framework provided by Kibble-Zurek theory can be applied tovarious scenarios.

The key ingredient behind KZM is the departure from adiabaticity, a condition

which is not exclusively encountered in the case of a continuous phase transition.

Also in the situation of a system going through a so calledavoided crossing, like

in the case of Landau-Zener theory, KZM provides an accuratedescription of the

system’s evolution.

Let us thus consider a two-level system whose evolution is driven by a the

time-dependent Landau-Zener HamiltonianHLZ(t) given by

HLZ(t) =
1

2







Λ · t Ω0

Ω0 −Λ · t






, (2.33)

whereΛ andΩ0 are constant parameters and the Hamiltonian is written in the basis

of time independent states{|0〉, |1〉}. The time-dependent instantaneous eigenvec-

tors ofHLZ(t) can be written as

|G(t)〉 = − sin (θ(t)/2)|0〉+ cos (θ(t)/2)|1〉,

|E(t)〉 = cos (θ(t)/2)|0〉+ sin (θ(t)/2)|1〉,
(2.34)
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of KZM in Landau-Zener theory. (a) Reac-
tion time of the system in KZM for a continuous phase transition. (b) Reaction
time of the system in Landau-Zener model. (figure taken from [52]).

where

cos (θ(t)/2) =
T (t)

√

1 + T 2(t)
,

sin (θ(t)/2) =
1

√

1 + T 2(t)
,

T (t) =
Λ · t
Ω0

.

(2.35)

Here, the parameterT (t) plays the role of the relative temperature. In terms of

T (t), the energy gap between the ground state|G(t)〉 and the excited state|E(t)〉

can be written asǫ(t) = |Ω0|
√

1 + T 2(t). As expected, the relative temperature

assumes the valueT (t) = 0 when the Landau-Zener avoided crossing is reached

and the energy gapǫ(t) assumes its minimal value.

In the context of KZM, we are interested in the case in which the system is in

its ground state|G(ti)〉 at the initial timeti < 0. The generation of excitations can

be then characterized by the probabilityPf of finding the system in the excited
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state|E(tf)〉 at final timetf > 0, i.e. after the Landau-Zener point is crossed.

The probabilityPf is given byPf = |〈E(tf)|ψ(tf )〉|2, where|ψ(tf )〉 is the final

state of the system. The problem is then reduced to finding thestate of the system

at the final time|ψ(tf)〉. In order to solve the dynamics of the system, we use the

KZM framework, i.e. we consider the dynamics of the system asa sequence of

adiabatic and impulsive evolutions.

To solve Kibble-Zurek Equation and find the freeze-out point, we need to

define the time scale of the linear quench and the characteristic response time of

the system. The typical time scale of the linear quench is given by the constant

τQ = Ω0/Λ. On the other hand, the characteristic response timeτ(t) is given by

the inverse of the energy gap between the ground and the first excited state of the

system. Defining the constantτ0 = 1/Ω0, we have

τ(t) =
τ0

√

1 + T 2(t)
, T (t) =

t

τQ
. (2.36)

The freeze-out points can be found as the solution of the modified Kibble-

Zurek Equation given by

αt = τ(t). (2.37)

Adding the factorα is advantageous for solving the equation, although it does not

change the main principle behind KZM. Solving equation (2.37) and employing

the KZM paradigm, the probabilityPf of finding the system in the excited state at

time tf can be calculated to be

Pf = e
−α

τQ
τ0 +O(3), (2.38)
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which is the known result for the Landau-Zener model up to a third order correc-

tion if we choseα = π/2.
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Chapter 3

Environmental induced geometric

phase

In this chapter, we focus on the study of the generation and the detection of

a geometric phase [58, 59] in a harmonic oscillator. In the spirit of previous

works [91,92], we reconsider theVon Neumann measurement scheme, which mod-

els the measurement process as a coupling between a large measurement appara-

tus, used as a probe, and the microscopic system on which the measurement is

performed, under a “reverse” prospective, using the microscopic system (a qubit)

to measure the geometric phase attached to the macroscopic one (a harmonic os-

cillator).

The chapter is organized as follow: In Section 3.1, we will introduce the

Hamiltonian model under study, we will derive the unitary evolution operator and

we will show how a non-dissipative evolution is able to attach a geometric phase

to the state of the harmonic oscillator. In Section 3.2, we will extend our analysis

to the case of a system undergoing a non-unitary evolution, showing that not only
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the geometric phase survive to dissipative processes, but in some cases it is indeed

inducedby such incoherent dynamics.

3.1 Description of the model

Let us start by considering a general Hamiltonian model for the interaction be-

tween a qubit and a harmonic oscillator. We will discuss the presentation of

a physical scenario suited for the implementation of such model in the conclu-

sive section of this chapter. We thus take a two-level systemwith logical states

{|0〉, |1〉} (which we dub as thecontrol qubit) coupled with a harmonic oscillator

through the interaction Hamiltonian

H = η|0〉〈0| ⊗ (b†e−iφ + beiφ), (3.1)

whereb andb† are the annihilation and creation operators for the oscillator, η is

the coupling constant andφ is a phase that can be externally adjusted to change

the direction of the harmonic oscillator canonical operator in phase space. For

example, forφ = 0, the qubit would be coupled with the position operator of

the harmonic oscillator, while forφ = (π/2) it would be coupled with the mo-

mentum operator. As mention above, the Hamiltonian in Equation (3.1) can be

regarded as an example of the Von Neumann measurement scheme, in which a

microscopic system represented by the qubit is coupled witha macroscopic sys-

tem represented by the harmonic oscillator. Here, the modelpresents an extra

parameter, the externally adjustable phaseφ, which allow the state of the system

to ”move” in various directions in phase space and which plays a very important
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role in our analysis. As long asη andφ are constant in time, the unitary operator

describing the conditional time evolution of the system is

Uφ(t) = |1〉〈1| ⊗ I + |0〉〈0| ⊗D[ζ ], (3.2)

whereD[ζ ] = eζb
†−ζ∗b, with ζ = −i

∫ t

0
ηe−iφ, is a displacement operator acting

on the oscillator. Equation (3.2) describes a spin state-dependent displacement

of the oscillator, which remains unperturbed if the controlqubit is in |1〉 and is

displaced byζ if the control qubit is in|0〉. The importance of the role played

by φ in the process of creating geometric phases becomes evidentwhen this pa-

rameter is assumed to be time-dependent. Indeed, by changing in timeφ we can

drag the state of the harmonic oscillator along a nontrivialpath in phase space. In

particular, whenφ is changed along a closed loop a purely geometric phase can be

associated with the corresponding closed curve generated in the harmonic oscilla-

tor phase space. Following References [35, 93], we assume that the value ofφ is

changed inn time stepsδt such thatt = nδt, δζi = ζ̇iδt, andU(t) =
∏n

i=1D(δζi).

Recalling thatD(α)D(β) = exp{iIm(αβ∗)}D(α+ β), we have

U(t) = exp

[

iIm
n
∑

k=2

δζk

k−1
∑

l=1

δζ∗l

]

D

(

n
∑

i=1

δζi

)

. (3.3)

In the continuous limit we take
∑n

i=1 δζi→ζ ,
∑n

k=2 δζk
∑k−1

l=1 δζ
∗
l →

∫

ζ∗dζ and

assume thatφ is changed along a closed loop in a timeτ such thatζ(τ)=ζ(0).

Making use of Stokes’ theorem, Im
(∮

ζ∗dζ
)

=
∮

xdy − ydx =
∫

σ
dxdy = A,

where we have takenζ = x + iy. We thus findU(τ)=eiAD(0) with A the area

enclosed by the cyclic path in parameter space. The same result, i.e. an overall
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phaseθtot equal toA for an arbitrary closed loop, is obtained using Anandan’s rule

θtot=θD + θG (3.4)

where the dynamical phaseθD and the the geometric oneθG are given by

θD=−
∫ τ

0

〈ψ(t)|H(t)|ψ(t)〉dt,

θG=i

∫ τ

0

〈ψ(t)|∂t|ψ(t)〉dt.
(3.5)

with τ , τ0 the initial and final time of the evolution [59] .

3.1.1 Unitary evolution geometric phase

Let us now suppose that the system can be initialized in the state|ψ(0)〉 = |+〉|α〉,

where |+〉 = (1/
√
2)(|0〉 + |1〉) is the state of the control qubit and|α〉 is a

coherent state of the oscillator. We then changeφ(t) along a closed path spanned

in a timeτ . The joint state of the qubit and oscillator at timeτ will be

|ψ(τ)〉 = (1/
√
2)(|1〉+ e−iA|0〉)⊗ |α〉. (3.6)

It should be remarked that Equation (3.6) is exact and arisessimply from the

conditional oscillator evolution induced by its coupling to the two-level system

as described in Equation (3.1). To better understand such a result, we discuss

an illustrative example where we consider a rectangular path implemented by a

stepwise change ofφ: its value is set to zero for an interval of lengthT and then

changed toφn = nπ/2 at timet = nT with n = 1, 2, 3. As shown above, the state
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of the qubit acquires a phaseθ = A = η2T 2 equal to the area enclosed by the path

[see Figure 3.1(a)]. We now stress three important points. First: although in the

above example the phase explicitly depends onT , it is invariant with respect to

the parametrization of the path. Indeed, if the area enclosed by the path remains

unchanged, even for an arbitrary dependence ofζ(t) on time we would obtain the

same resultθ = A. Second: for a closed loop,θ does not depend on the amplitude

α of the initial state of the harmonic oscillator. Third: the phase acquired by the

harmonic oscillator iskicked backon the qubit state, which takes the role of a

microscopic interferometer. As a final remark, it is important to stress that the

geometric phase addressed here is a specific result of our interaction model and of

the overall scheme that we have set up.

3.2 Thermal and non-unitary case

We now address the first two points that have been mentioned above. As shown by

Equation (3.6), when the evolution of the system is purely unitary, the geometric

phase picked up by the control qubit does not depend on the amplitudeα of the

oscillator’s initial state. This leaves the value ofθ unchanged even if the initial

state of the oscillator is a highly mixed state. For example,we can consider the

case in which the oscillator is initialized in a thermal state

ρV =

∫

dαP (α, 0, V )|α〉〈α|, (3.7)

where

P (α, α0, V ) =
2

π(V − 1)
e−

2|α−α0|
2

V −1 (3.8)
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: The oscillator’s conditional dynamics pictured in phase space. In(a)
the oscillator is displaced along a square whose area is proportional to the phase
θ. In (b) the oscillator is displaced while undergoing a dissipativeprocess. Here
Uφ
δt andDδt are the superoperators describing the unitary and dissipative evolution

of durationδt, respectively.

is the Gaussian thermal distribution centered at pointα0 in the phase space and

having varianceV = (eβ+1)/(eβ−1), with β=~ωm/kbT (kb is the Boltzmann

constant andT is the temperature of the oscillator). By taking the initialstateρ0 =

|+〉〈+| ⊗ ρV , it is straightforward to see that a phase identical to the pure-state

case is acquired by the qubit. In fact, the state at timeτ readsρ(τ) = |ϕ〉〈ϕ|⊗ρV ,

where|ϕ〉 = (|1〉 + e−i2η
2τ2|0〉)/

√
2. The invariance ofθ in such a mixed-state

scenario has also been confirmed using the framework for the evaluation of mixed-

state geometric phases proposed in Reference [62]. This shows that ignorance on

the initial preparation of the state of the harmonic oscillator does not affect the

possibility to generate and detect a geometric phase.
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3.2.1 Non-unitary dynamics in a zero-temperature bath

We now assess the potential effects that non-unitary dynamics may have on the

occurrence of the geometric phase under scrutiny. On one hand, the consideration

of an explicitly open dynamics will make our proposal closerto the reality of the

potential experimental situations that will be addressed later on in this work. On

the other hand, it is reasonable to expect significant deviations from the results

found so far when we are far from unitarity. We thus consider the oscillator as

affected by dissipation at rateγ with the control qubit still evolving unitarily, a

situation that is formally described by the master equation

ρ̇ = −i[H, ρ] + Lρ, with Lρ=γ
2
(bρb†−{b†b, ρ}), (3.9)

whereL formally describes the oscillator’s damping in a bath at zero tempera-

ture. Although we do not refer to any explicit experimental configuration, at this

stage, the analysis that we perform here adheres very well tothe experimental

observations on the open-system dynamics of mechanical systems availbale to

date [110–114].

We start by discussing the case in which the initial state of the oscillator is a

coherent state|α〉. This scenario draws a particularly clear physical picture of the

competition between the unitary displacement in phase space and the dissipative

counter-action. In order to grasp this effectively, we divide the time-window of

the evolution in small intervals, each of lengthδt. Inspired by the Suzuki-Trotter

formula [94,95], the dynamics can then be approximated by alternatively applying

the unitary evolution superoperatorUφ
δt and the purely dissipative propagatorDδt
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defined as [96]

Uφ
δtρ=Uφ(δt)ρU

†
φ(δt), Dδtρ=e

Lδtρ. (3.10)

After N iterations, we have the evolved state

ρ(Nδt)=
(

DδtUφ
δt

)N
ρ0. (3.11)

For the Hamiltonian consider here, the chosen approach is anexcellent approxi-

mation of the exact dynamics of the system. Introducing the superoperatorHρ =

−i[H, ρ], we write the formal solution of the open-system dynamics asρ(t) =

eHt+Ltρ0. Upon explicit calculation, it is straightforward to show that, asδt → 0,

[Dδt,Uφ
δt] = 0 so thatρ(Nδt) → ρ(t) in this limit. This approach is particularly

useful in analyzing a damped harmonic oscillator. Indeed, the action of the dissi-

pative superoperatorDt on the off-diagonal elements of a density matrix written

in a coherent state basis is given by the dyadic expression [97,98]

Dt|λ1〉〈λ2| = 〈λ2|λ1〉1−exp(−γt)|λ1e−γt〉〈λ2e−γt|, (3.12)

where|λj〉 (j = 1, 2) are two coherent states. As we are interested in short-time

intervalsδt, we take1 − exp(−γδt) ≃ γδt. Therefore, the action ofDδt on the

state of our system results in the displacement of the harmonic oscillator and the

exponential decrease of its initial amplitudeα. Moreover, from Equation (3.12)

we see that a phase factor is attached to the off-diagonal elements of the density

matrix. Such features are useful to close the path across which the oscillator is

displaced.

To better stress the role played by dissipation, we considera different unitary
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path in phase space with respect to the previous example. Thepath is such that

the contribution to the geometric phase in the non-dissipative regime is zero. This

allows us to clearly show how the dissipative process can induce a geometric

phase on the system. Let us consider the case in which the phaseφ is set to0 for

t ∈ [t0, t0+T1] and toπ for t ∈ [t0+T1, t0+T1+T2]. The state at the intermediate

time t0 + T1 is given byρ(t0 + T1) = (DδtU0
δt)

N1ρ0, with N1δt = T1. Taking the

limit δt→ 0, this turns out to be (see Appendix A.1 for a detailed calculation)

ρ(t0 + T1) =
1

2
(|1, α1〉〈1, α1|+ |0, α1 − iβ1〉〈0, α1 − iβ1|

+ e−iθ1(α)e−Γ1 |0, α1 − iβ1〉〈1, α1|+ h.c.),

(3.13)

where

θ1(α) =
ηα

2γ
(1− e−2γT1),

Γ1 =
η2

2γ2
[γT1 +

1

2
(1− e−2γT1)− 2(1− e−γT1)],

β1 =
η

γ
(1− e−γT1), α1 = αe−γT1 .

(3.14)

Equation (3.13) shows that the state of the oscillator at time T1 is conditionally

displaced by a quantity−iβ1. We can now proceed to evauate the state of the

system at timet0 + T1 + T2 by settingφ=π and takingρ(t0 + T1 + T2) =

(DδtUπ
δt)

N2ρ(t0 + T1), with N2δt = T2. This displaces the state of the oscilla-

tor by iβ2 in the opposite direction to what occurred atT1. The time intervalT2 is

chosen such that the oscillator displacement−iβ1 accumulated duringT1 is can-

celled. This condition can be met by takingT1 andT2 such thate−γT1=2−eγT2 .
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By calling τ̃ = T1 + T2, the final state reads

ρ(t0 + τ̃ ) =
1

2

[

I + e−Γ(e−iθ(α)|0〉〈1|+ h.c.)
]

⊗ |αe−γτ̃ 〉〈αe−γτ̃ |, (3.15)

where

θ(α)=ηα
1− 2e−γT1 + e−2γT1

γ(2− e−γT1)
, Γ=

η2

2γ2
Γ̃(γ, T1, T2), (3.16)

with Γ̃(γ, T1, T2) a dimensionless function that behaves asγ3 for γ → 0, thus

ensuring thatΓ → 0 asγ → 0. The complete expression is given by

Γ̃(γ, T1, T2)=γτ+
1

4
(1−e−γT1)2(1−e−2γT2)+

1

2
(2−e−2γT1−e−2γT2)−

− 2(2−e−γT1−e−γT2)−(1− e−γT1)[(1− e−γT2)− 1

2
(1− e−2γT2)].

(3.17)

Truncating the expansion of the exponential function to thesecond order inγTj≪1,

the only non-null terms are those∝ γ3. On the other hand, the phaseθ(α) goes to

zero whenγ → 0, as expected from our choice of the path in the dissipative case.

It is easily seen that the phaseθ(α) gained by the oscillator in this process

is equal to the areaA enclosed by the displacement path in parameter space, as

shown in Figure 3.1(b). The detectability of such phase depends on the function

Γ, which determines the decoherence rate for the off-diagonal terms inρ(t0 + τ̃ ).

Indeed, in order to achieve a non-vanishing phase, we shouldensure thatΓ≪1.

Remarkably, whileθ(α) depends on the amplitude of the initial coherent state,

Γ does not. Surprisingly, by choosingη/γ ≪ 1 (which embodies the weak-

coupling condition between the oscillator and the control qubit), the requirement

Γ ≪ 1 is fulfilled. On the other hand, we can achieve any value ofθ(α) making an

appropriated choice for the value ofα, so as to compensate the conditions required
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2:(a) ProbabilitiesP+ andP− against the displacementα0 and the pa-
rameter V forη/γ = 0.05 andγT1 = 20. (b) Same probabilities against the
temperature parameterV for andα0 = 0 and the same parameters as in panel(a)
(notice thatV = (eβ+1)/(eβ−1), with β=~ωm/kbT andT the temperature of
the oscillator).

for a negligible damping.

The approach described above can be applied so as to evaluatethe effects, on

the geometric phase, due to a thermal preparation of the state of the oscillator

undergoing dissipative dynamics. We thus assume that the initial state of the os-

cillator is the displaced thermal stateρα0
V =

∫

dαP (α, α0, V )|α〉〈α|. Following

the lines sketched so far, we arrive at the evolved state

ρα0
V (t0 + τ̃) =

∫

d2αP (α, α0, V )ρ(t0 + τ̃), (3.18)

whereρ(t0+τ̃ ) is given by Equation (3.15). In light of the dependence of thephase

θ on the amplitudeα [as shown right after Equation (3.15)], the control qubit and

the oscillator end up in a correlated state. This complicates the calculation of

the overall geometric phase associated withρα0
V (t0 + τ̃ ). Nevertheless, it is still

possible to evaluate the geometric phase by adopting the framework developed
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in Reference [62], which is based on the probability that a measurement over the

state of the control qubit has outcomes{|+〉, |−〉} (with |±〉 = (|0〉 ± |1〉)/
√
2).

In order to understand this, let us first consider the state inEquation (3.15)

and suppose to project the control qubit onto the{|±〉} basis. The corresponding

outcome probabilities are given byP± = 〈±|Trm{ρ(t0 + τ̃ )}|±〉, where Trm de-

notes the partial trace over the oscillator’s degrees of freedom. A straightforward

calculation shows thatP± = [1 ± v cos θ(α)]/2, wherev = e−Γ. This reminds us

of the fringes of an interferometer whose visibility isv: the state of the composite

qubit-oscillator system evolves along two branches (one associated to|1〉 and the

other to|0〉) that can be seen as two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The

two components of the state of the system that have undergonethe evolution ruled

by H (and possibly the dissipative dynamics considered here) are then let inter-

fere by projecting the qubit state onto the superposed basis. This analysis offers

us an operative interpretation ofθ(α). In fact, by changing it, the probabilities

P± change, reaching the complete inversion whenθ(α) = π. Therefore,θ(α) can

be seen as the inversion of the outcome probabilitiesP±. We can attach an anal-

ogous meaning to the phase associated with a mixed initial state. We thus now

consider the state in Equation (3.18), which gives usP± = (1±|Λ| cos[θ̃])/2 with

θ̃ = arg(Λ) and

Λ = v

∫

d2αP (α, α0, V )e
iθ(α). (3.19)

As in the case of a pure state, the phaseθ̃ is operatively defined through the

inversion of the probabilitiesP±. Figure 3.2(a) shows such quantities against

the initial displacementα0 and the temperatureV. Although the visibility of the
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fringes decreases with the increasing temperature, it is possible to see a popula-

tion inversion even for high values ofV. Another very interesting situation is the

one in which the initial state is a non-displaced thermal state, i.e. the Gaussian

distribution in Equation (3.18) is centered inζ = 0. The behavior of the outcome

probabilitiesP± against the thermal varianceV is shown in Figure 3.2(b). A

larger temperature results in an increase (decrease) ofP− (P+). The partial inver-

sion of the probabilities is due to the average geometric phaseθ̃(α) picked up by

the oscillator during the process.

3.2.2 Finite temperature bath

Such an analysis can be extended to the case of a non-zero temperature bath for

which the dissipative part of the dynamics is accounted for by the Liouvillian

LTρ=
γ

2
(n+ 1)(bρb†−{b†b, ρ})+γ

2
n(b†ρb−{bb†, ρ}). (3.20)

A dynamical approach fully analogous to the dyadic-based one used above can

be adopted, following the lines of Reference [99]. In this case, the damping of a

coherent state can be expressed in terms of displaced numberstates weighted by

a thermal probability distribution determined by the actual value ofn. Yet, the

geometric phase can still be tracked for moderate temperatures of up to0.1mK,

which marks the threshold above which thermal effects wash out the effect here

at hand making the closure of a path in phase space basically impossible.

It should be notice that here we have treated the thermal nature of the initial

state of the oscillator as an example of mixed state. Indeed,the same arguments

put forth above are valid in the case of an initial state with an arbitraryP (α)
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function. By considering a thermal state, a clear and intuitive figure of merit of

how mixed the initial state is can be given by the temperatureparameterV. On the

other hand, the thermal nature of the bath is treated independently. This approach

is justified by our objective, i.e. the identification of the relevant conditions under

which geometric phase can be still generated and observed insuch a system.

3.3 Conclusive remarks

In summary, we have shown how to generate a geometric phase ona system in

which a qubit is coupled to a harmonic oscillator. The phase can be detected

using the qubit as an interferometer. We propose systems combining effective

two-level devices to mechanical modes as potential scenarios for the implemen-

tation of our proposal [110–114]. In the nano-scale domain,Hamiltonian models

of a form close to the one proposed here can be achieved by capacitively com-

bining a nano-cantilever to a Cooper-pair box or growing a quantum dot on a

nano-beam [33, 34, 36–38]. At the microscopic scale, on the other hand, the cou-

pling in Equation (3.1) can be engineered by means of a three-level atom trapped

within the volume of a pumped optomechanical cavity field andoff-resonantly

coupled to the latter (see Chapter 4 and [32]). Analogous configurations have

been recently proposed [101] as valid alternative to consolidated schemes for the

coupling between a mechanical mode and the vibrational degrees of freedom of a

single atom, an ensemble of them or a levitating nanoparticle [101,104].

Under the presence of a dissipative environment and for a mixed thermal state

of the oscillator, the geometric phase can still be observedunder conditions over

the coupling between the qubit and the oscillator that can bematched experi-
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mentally [110–114]. For a nano-beam with fundamental frequency∼ 100MHz

coupled to a superconducting qubit at a rateη ∼ 1MHz and having a (realistic)

decay rate of∼ 1 − 10MHz, which are values well within the validity of our

approach, a temperature of0.5K keeps the probabilitiesP± at the visible level.

By driving the mechanical mode with a two-tone signal [108],which is possible

optically and electrically, thus covering both the micro- and nano-scale configu-

rations. In the first scenario, one could consider, for instance, a single Cs atom

coupled to a light mechanical resonator (masses are typically in the ng range) in

both the end-mirror or membrane-in-the-middle arrangement [110–112], as re-

cently considered for the problem of coupling the external degrees of freedom of

an atom to the vibrations of a massive mechanical oscillator[101]. High-finesse

cavities with small waists are currently employed in controllable optomechanical

experiments (finesse∼105 with a waist of a fewµm), thus guaranteeing a strong

enough light-atom interaction that is suitable for the achievement of the effective

Hamiltonian model proposed in Equation (3.1).

For the examples discussed here, all the experimental observations that are

currently available are in full agreement with a Markovian description of the dy-

namics induced by the thermal background of phonons affecting the mechanical

oscillator, thus making our study perfectly appropriate. Our proposal moves along

the lines of an investigation assessing quantum effects in macroscopic systems.

It enlarges the fan of indicators of quantumness at the meso-scale with a figure

of merit, the geometric phase, that arises in virtue of the sole coherent qubit-

oscillator interaction and survives against plainly adverse operating conditions.
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Chapter 4

Non classicality of opto-mechanical

devices

In this chapter, we prove how nonclassical behaviors can be induced in massive

mesoscopic systems out of the reach of direct addressability. The indirect interac-

tion of a mesoscopic system (the movable mirrors of an optical cavity) with a fully

controllable microscopic system (a three level atom) enforces nonclassical meso-

scopic states, robust against adverse operative conditions (such as temperature).

Our study is performed in the micro-scale domain and involves two different op-

tomechanical cavity-quantum electrodynamics settings. It proposes a scenario for

the observation of induced nonclassicality that is truly mesoscopic (thus different

from more extensively studied nano-scale setups [115–118]), well-controllable

and, although close to experimental capabilities in the fields of optomechanics

and light-matter interaction, yet unexplored.

In this chapter we are particularly interested in the analysis of two condid-

ions: the thermal preparation of the oscillator’s states and the interaction of the
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Figure 4.1:(a) Scheme of the system.(b) Energy levels of the atom driven by an
off-resonant two-photon Raman transition.

oscillator with a thermal bath. We first analyze such conditions separately, con-

sidering the case of a an initial thermal preparation of the system followed by an

unitary evolution and the case of an initial thermal state interacting with a zero-

temperature bath. At the end, we consider also the most realistic scenario of a

system in a thermal state undergoing a finite-temperature dissipative dynamics.

This approach is justified by our objective, i.e. the identification of the relevant

conditions under which quantum behaviours are observable.

The chapter is organized as follow: in Section 4.1, we will discuss a setup in

which one mesoscopic object (a movable mirror at the end of anoptical cavity)

interacts with a microscopic system (a three level atom) through the radiation in-

side the cavity. In this context, we study the correlations between the two systems

as well as the non-classical features induced on the state ofthe mirror. In Section

4.2, we will extend our analysis to a system where both cavitymirrors interact

with the atom inside the cavity. This setup allow us to investigate the correlations

between two truly mesoscopic systems, revealing how quantum effects can sur-

vive to adverse environmental conditions such as dissipation and thermalization.
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4.1 Single Mirror

In this section, we consider an optomechanical system consisting of a cavity where

the end mirror is able to oscillate around its equilibrium position under the action

of radiation pressure force. A three level atom is placed inside the cavity and

the system’s parameters are chosen in such a way that an effective atom-mirror

coupling is achieved. We will show how the state of the systemreveals strong

non-classical features like non-local correlations between the atom and the mirror

and negative values of the Wigner function of the mirror alone even in presence

of dissipative processes and at finite temperature.

4.1.1 Model

The system we consider involves a three-level atom in aΛ configuration, coupled

to a single-mode optical cavity pumped by an laser field at frequencyωp and with

a movable mirror. The atom is driven by a second external fieldat frequencyωi

that enters the cavity radially (see Figure 4.1). We label with {|0〉, |1〉} the states

belonging to the fundamental atomic doublet and with|e〉 the excited state of the

atom. The atomic transition|0〉↔|e〉 is guided, at rateΩ, by the external radial

field at frequencyωi . On the other hand, the transition|1〉↔|e〉 is coupled with

the cavity field at frequencyωc with coupling constantg. We callδ the detuning

between each transition and the respective driving field, while ∆=ωc−ωp is the

cavity-pump detuning. The movable mirror is modeled as a harmonic oscillator of

frequencyωm, coupled to the cavity field through radiation-pressure (see Chapter

2). We assume large single-photon Raman detuning and negligible decay rateγe

from the atomic excited state, so thatδ ≫ Ω, g ≫ γe and an off-resonant two-
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photon Raman transition is realized. Moving to an interaction picture defined by

the operator~ωpa†a + ~ωi|e〉a〈e| + ~ω10|1〉a〈1|, the Hamiltonian of the overall

system reads1

Hsys = Ha +HR +Hm +Hcp +Hmc +Hcp, (4.1)

where

Ha = δ|e〉a〈e|,

HR =Ω(|e〉a〈0|+ |0〉a〈e|)+

+g(ei∆ta†|1〉a〈e|+ e−i∆ta|e〉a〈1|),

Hm = ωmb
†b,

Hcp = −∆a†a,

Hmc = χa†a(b+ b†).

(4.2)

Here,Ha is the atomic energy,HR is the Raman coupling,Hm (Hc) is the mirror

(cavity) free Hamiltonian andHmc is the radiation-pressure term [70] (with cou-

pling rateχ) with a (a†) the annihilation (creation) operator of the cavity field and

b (b†) the corresponding operator of the mirror. Finally,Hcp is the cavity-pump

interaction [72].

With the additional assumption ofδ,∆ ≫ g,Ω, both the atomic excited state

and the cavity field are virtually populated and they can be eliminated from the dy-

namics of the system. This leads to the effective interaction HamiltonianHeff =

η|0〉a〈0|(b† + b), whereη = 4χg2Ω2/δ2∆2 (see Appendix B.1 for an explicit

1We have set~ ≡ 1.
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derivation). The form of the effective coupling rateη shows that all the considered

coupling mechanisms are necessary in order to achieve the atom-mirror coupling.

Through the two-photon Raman transition, the virtual quanta resulting from the

atom-cavity field interaction are transferred (by the bus embodied by the cavity

field) to the mechanical system. As a consequence, the state of the latter expe-

riences a displacement (in phase space) conditioned on the state of the effective

two-level atomic system resulting from the elimination of the excited state.Heff

involves the position quadrature operatorq ∝ b + b† of the movable mirror. It is

worth to notice that, if the cavity is driven by a bichromaticpump with frequen-

ciesωp andωp + ωm and a relative phaseφ, the effective coupling between the

atom and the movable mirror can be madeflexiblein the sense thatq is replaced

by beiφ + b†e−iφ, making possible the displacement in any direction of the phase

space of the movable mirror [31,35,73,93]. The final effective Hamiltonian of the

system is then given by

Heff = η|0〉a〈0|(b†e−iφ + beiφ), (4.3)

which represents the same model studied in Chapter 3.

4.1.2 Atom-Mirror Entanglement

Let us know focus on the quantification of microscopic-macroscopic correlations

between the atom and the mirror. First, we assume that the initial state of the

movable mirror is a coherent state|α〉m with amplitudeα ∈ C, while the atom

is assumed intially in|+〉a = (|0〉 + |1〉)a/
√
2. Under the action of the effective

Hamiltonian in Equation (4.3), the initial state evolves into |ψ(t)〉 = Ut|+, α〉am,
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where

|ψ(t)〉 = 1√
2
(|1, α〉+ e−iΦ(t)|0, α− iηte−iφ〉)am, (4.4)

with

Φ(t) = ηtRe[αeiφ],

Ut ≡ e−iHeff t = |1〉a〈1| ⊗ I + |0〉a〈0| ⊗D(−iηteiφ),
(4.5)

whereD(ζ) = eζb
†−ζ∗b is the one-mode displacement operator [72]. Equation

(4.4) is, in general, an entangled state of a microscopic anda mesoscopic system:

its Von Neumann entropy depends on the value ofηt only. Intuitively, the larger

the phase-space distance between|α〉 and|α − iηt〉, the closer the evolved state

to a balanced superposition of bipartite orthogonal states, thus maximizing the

entanglement. To give a figure of merit, forηt = 0.82 the entropy is∼ 0.8,

while for ηt > 1.7 the entropy is> 0.996. Interestingly, the kind of control

over the mirror state reminds of the “quantum switch” protocol for microwave

cavities [119], although here it is achieved over a truly mesoscopic device.

Although impressive progresses have recently been accomplished in active

and passive cooling of micro and nano-mechanical oscillators [18], in any experi-

mental setting it is realistic to expect the mirror to be affected by thermal random-

ness due to their exposure to the driving field and/or to a phononic backgrounds in

equilibrium at temperatureT. This is particularly true for “slow” micro-mechanical

systems, typically characterized by small frequenciesωm. Exploiting the handi-

ness of Equation (4.4), we write the initial state of the mirror in thermal equilib-
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Figure 4.2: Maximum violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality against the displace-
mentd. From top to bottom, the curves correspond toV = 1, 3, 5 with ηt = 2d
andθ1 ≃ 3π/2 and are optimized with respect toθ. The inset shows, from top to
bottom, the logarithmic negativityE againstV for projected states withp = 0, 1
and2, for d = 2.

rium at temperatureT and displaced byd (due to the external pump) as

̺thm =

∫

d2αP(α, V )|α〉m〈α|, (4.6)

with

P(α, V ) =
2e−

2|α−d|2

V −1

π(V − 1)
, V = coth(ωm/2kbT ), (4.7)

andkb the Boltzmann constant. UnderUt, the state|+〉a〈+| ⊗ ̺thm evolves into

Ut|+〉a〈+|̺thmU †
t =

∫

d2αP(α)|ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|, (4.8)

which is in general mixed and reduces to the pure case of Equation (4.4) forT =

0. We proceed to show that the coupling mechanism embodied by our system
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is characterized by interesting features, at the core of current experimental and

theoretical interests. Let us consider the case ofφ = π/2, V = 1 (i.e. T = 0) and

α ∈ R, which gives|ψ(τ)〉 ∝ |1, α〉+ |0, α− ηt〉. This entangled state represents

a mesoscopic instance of a pure Schrödinger-cat state. Interestingly, it has been

discussed that a faithful implementation of the Schrödinger’s cat paradox would

use a mesoscopic subsystem initially prepared in a thermal state, rather than a

pure one [23, 120, 121]. The state in Equation (4.8) is a significant example of

such case. Unravelling the entanglement properties of thisstate is demanding due

to the difficulty of finding an analytical tool for its undisputed revelation. In order

to gain insight, here we propose to follow two paths.

The first relies on the nonlocality properties of this class of states, induced

by the strong entanglement between the subsystems. Following References [122,

123], the microscopic part is projected along the direction~n = (sin θ, 0, cos θ)

of the single-qubit Bloch sphere while the mesoscopic one isprobed by using

the displaced parity observableΠ(β) = D†(β)(−1)b
†bD(β), whereD(β) is the

displacement operator of amplitudeβ = βr + iβi. The correlation function for a

joint measurement is thus

C(β, θ) =

∫

d2αP(α, V ) 〈ψ(t)| (~n · σ)⊗Π(β) |ψ(t)〉 , (4.9)

and a Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (Bell-CHSH) inequality is formulated

as|C(0, θ1) + C(0, θ) + C(β, θ1) − C(β, θ)| ≤ 2 [83]. Any state satisfying this

constraint can be described by a local-realistic theory. Let us first discuss the pure
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case ofV = 1, which gives

C(β, θ) =
1

2
e−2(d2+η2t2+|β|2+βrηt−2βrd)×

× [cos θ(e4dηt−2ηtβr −e2η2t2+2ηtβr) +2eηt(2d+
3
2
ηt) cos(2ηtβi) sin θ].

(4.10)

At ηt = 0, the microscopic and mesoscopic subsystems are uncorrelated and

C(β, θ) can indeed be factorized. For a set value ofd and a non-zero value of

ηt, we observe violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Moreover, there is a range of values ofθ (∼ π/2) where, ford 6= 0, the local-

realistic bound is violated, symmetrically with respect tod = 0. When the thermal

character of the mesoscopic part is considered, the expression for the correlation

function becomes cumbersome and we omit it. However,the strong entanglement

between microscopic and mesoscopic subsystems allows violation of Bell-CHSH

inequality, to some extent, also in the mixed-state case: the dotted curve in Figure

4.2, indeed, corresponds toV ≃ 5. Beyond this value, the inequality is no more

violated.

The second path we follow uses the technique put forward in [124] and later

reprised by Ferreiraet al. in [26]. In this approach, state (4.8) is projected onto

a bipartite bidimensional subspace spanned by the microscopic states{|0〉 , |1〉}a
and the phononic states{|p〉 , |p+ 1〉}m (p ∈ Z) for the mesoscopic one. The en-

tanglement within Equation (4.8) cannot be increased by this projection, which is

just a local operation. Thus, by quantifying the entanglement for fixedp, we pro-

vide a lower bound to the overall quantum correlations in thestate of the system.

As a measure for entanglement in each2 × 2 subspace we use thelogarithmic
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negativity, which accounts for the degree of violation of the positivity of par-

tial transposition criterion [76–78]. An example of the results achieved with this

method is given in the inset of Figure 4.2, where we show the case ofd = 2 and

p = 0, 1, 2. Entanglement is found in each subspace with fixedp, up to values of

V ∼ 5, strengthening our findings about the resilience of nonclassical correlations

set by the coupling being studied.

4.1.3 Non-classicality of the mirror

We now consider the effects of the microscopic-mesoscopic interaction over the

state of the movable mirror. This is a hot topic in the currentresearch of opto and

electro-mechanical systems. The grounding of opto/electro-mechanical devices

as potential candidates for research along the lines of fundamental physics and, in

a visionary perspective, quantum information processing demands the design of

protocols which enable to prepare a massive mechanical system in a nonclassical

state. Various attempts have been performed in this direction, mainly at the nano-

scale level, where a cantilever can be capacitively coupledto a superconducting

two-level system [115–118]. Our proposal, on the other hand, is explicitly de-

signed for a micro-scale optomechanical scenario, where truly massivemechani-

cal systems are in order. Moreover, as remarked above, our coupling mechanism

is indirect and based on the controllability of radiation-pressure.

Let us consider the case ofφ = 0. The optomechanical evolution encompassed

by Ut alone is unable to give rise to any nonclassicality in the state of the mirror.

This is easy to check simply by tracing out the state of the atom in Equation

(4.4), which would leave us with a statistical mixture of twodisplaced mirror’s
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Figure 4.3: Wigner function of the conditional mirror stateagainstξr = Re(ξ) and
ξi = Im(ξ), for V = 3 andd = 0. Panels(a), (b), (c) correspond toητ = 2, 3, 4
respectively.

states. On the other hand, a conditional process is able to project the coherence

of a quantum mechanical superposition and simultaneously get rid of the atomic

degree of freedom. In order to illustrate our claim, we consider an initial state

of the system having the formρ(0)=|ϕ〉〈ϕ|⊗ρm(0) where|ϕ〉=c0|0〉+c1|1〉 is a

pure state of the atom andρm(0) is an arbitrary state of the mechanical mode.

We then project the atomic part of the evolved stateUtρ(0)U
†
t onto |ϕ〉〈ϕ|, thus

post-selecting the mechanical stateρm(t) = 〈ϕ|Ut|ϕ〉ρm(0)〈ϕ|U †
t |ϕ〉. Therefore,

the state of the mirror undergoes an effective evolution driven by the operator

〈ϕ|Ut|ϕ〉 = |c1|2I + |c0|2D(−iηt), (4.11)

with I the identity operator. In the remainder of this paper, we consider again the

case where|ϕ〉 = |+〉 ≡ (|0〉 + |1〉)/
√
2, which optimizes the performance of

our scheme in terms of the degree of non-classicality enforced in the mechanical

subsystem. For an initial coherent state of the mirror, i.e.ρm(0) = |α〉〈α|, apply-

ing the conditional time evolution operator in Equation (4.11) leads to|µ+〉m =

N+(|α〉 + e−iΦ(t) |α− iηt〉)m, whereN+ is the normalization factor. Depending

on the value ofηt, such states exhibit coherences of quantum mechanical nature.
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Figure 4.4: Density plot of fidelity againstV andη. Darker regions correspond to
smaller values ofFW . The functionη(V ) at whichFW is maximum is fitted by
0.7e−0.3(V−1) + 0.87.

Obviously, the thermal convolution inherent in the preparation of mirror’s state

̺m mayblur such fixed-phase relation. In what follows we prove that thisis not

the case for a rather wide range of values ofV .

Our esteem of nonclassicality would be the negativity in theWigner func-

tion associated with the reduced mirror’s state resulting from the measurement

performed over the atomic part of the system. The Wigner function for a single

bosonic mode is defined as

W (µ) = π

∫

d2ν(eµν
∗−µ∗ν)χ(ν), (4.12)

whereµ∈C andχ(ν)=Tr[D(ν)ρ] is the Weyl characteristic function. An immedi-
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ate figure of merit for non-classicality ofρ(t) is given by the existence of negative

values of the Wigner function. Considering an initial thermal state of the mirror

and applying the conditional unitary evolution operator given in Equation (4.11),

the Wigner function of the mirror after the post-selection process is

Wm(µ)=M−1e−
2|µ|2+2ηtµi+η2t2

V

×[cosh(
η2t2 + 2ηtµi

V
) + e

η2t2

2V cos(2ηtµr)],

(4.13)

with M = (1 + e−
V η2

2 )πV/2. The behavior ofWm(µ) in the phase space is

shown in Figure 4.3, where we clearly see the appearance of regions of negative

values, witnessing nonclassicality of the corresponding state as induced by our

microscopic-mesoscopic coupling. Interference fringes are created between two

positive Gaussian peaks (not shown in the figure) corresponding to the position, in

the phase space, of mutually displaced coherent states. This reminds of the Wigner

function of a pure Schrödinger cat state although, as we seelater, the analogy

cannot be pushed. Remarkably, in contrast with the fragility of the nonlocality

properties of the microscopic-mesoscopic state,Wm(µ) has a negative peak of

−0.01 up toV ∼ 100, which implies strong thermal nature of the mirror state. For

a mechanical system embodying one of the mirrors of a cavity,ωm/2π ∼ 5MHz

is realistic. ForgΩ/δ∆ ∼ 0.1, cavity-length∼ 0.3mm and a light mirror (mass

∼ 15ng), χ ∼ 2.8KHz, which corresponds toη ∼ 0.1KHz. The elimination

of |e〉a and the cavity field, whose damping rate is quenched by the off-resonant

coupling, make the proposed dynamics quite feasible. ForV = 10 (100), this

corresponds to an effective temperature of1mK (10mK), i.e. energies10 (100)

times larger than the ground-state energy of the mirror.
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Figure 4.5: Wigner function of the mirror under dissipationafter a projective
measure on the atomic part of the system, forγ ∼ 0.1η andV = 5.

It is interesting to compare the mixed state resulting from the thermal con-

volution to a pure state in Equation (4.4) (withφ = 0). As a measure of the

closeness of two states, we use quantum fidelity between a mixed and a pure

state written as the overlap between the corresponding Wigner functionsFW =

π
∫

d2µWP (µ)WM(µ), whereWP (µ) (WM (µ)) is the Wigner function of the pure

(mixed) state.FW is shown in Figure 4.4 againstητ andV . While the thermal

effect reduces the value of the fidelity asV grows, the behavior ofFW againstηt

is, surprisingly, non-monotonic. At a givenV , there is always a finite value ofηt

associated with a maximum ofFW . Remarkably, the values ofηt maximizingFW

differ from those at which the Wigner function achieves its most negative value.

4.1.4 Finite temperature dissipative dynamics

So far, we have assumed a movable mirror of large mechanical quality factor. The

progresses recently accomplished in fabrication processes guarantee very small

mechanical dissipation rates. However, they are not yet negligible and their effect
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should be considered in any proposal for quantumness in optomechanical devices.

We thus include mechanical losses in our analysis, looking for their effects onto

the nonclassicality induced in the movable mirror. We concentrate on the finite-

temperature dissipative mechanism described by

LV (ρ) = γ

2

[

(2bρb† − {b†b, ρ}) + (V − 1)[bρ− ρb, b†]
]

, (4.14)

which is the weak-damping limit of the Brownian-motion master equation [72].

The density matrixρ describes the state of the atom-mirror system. The full master

equation, including the unitary part−i[He, ρ], is easily translated into a set of

equations of motion for the mirror reduced density matrix obtained by considering

the projections onto the relevant atomic statesρij = a〈i|ρ|j〉a (i, j = 0, 1). These

can then be recast as Fokker-Planck equations for the WignerfunctionsWij of

such mirror’s state components [148]. These read

∂tW(x, p, t) = MW(x, p, t) + L̃dW(x, p, t), (4.15)
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where

W(x, p, t) =
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,

L̃d =
[γ

2
(x∂x + p∂p) +

γ

4
V (∂2p2 + ∂2x2) + γ

]

I.

(4.16)

Here we have introduced the vectorW(x, p, t), the diagonal operatorM and the

dissipative part of the Fokker-Planck equationsL̃d and we have used the quadra-

ture variablesx =
√
2Re(µ), p =

√
2Im(µ). Each of these equations preserves

the Gaussian nature of the corresponding Wigner’s functioncomponent, whose

time-evolved form is taken to be the ansatz

Wij(x, p, t) ∝ [det(Dij)]
−1/2e−

1
2
qT
ijD

−1
ij qij+iΘij(t), (4.17)

with

qij =







x− xij

p− pij






,

Dij =







σxij σxpij

σxpij σpij







(4.18)
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parameterized by the time-dependent mean valuesxij , pij and variancesσx,p,xpij

of the variablesx, p andxp. We have also introduced the time-dependent phases

Θij ’s which account for the contributions fromΦ(t) in Equation (4.4). The Wigner

function of the mirror after a measure of the atomic part in the basis{||+〉, |−〉}

with outcome|+〉 is readily found to be
∑

i,j=0,1Wij(x, p, t) (apart from the nor-

malization factor), which gives back the non-Gaussian character of the mirror’s

state. The negativity of the Wigner function can be studied for assigned values

of γ andT and taking the time at which the ideal case would achieve the most

negative value. The results are shown in Figure 4.5, where wesee that nonclas-

sicality is found even for quite a large ratioγ/η. Clearly, nonclassicality results

from a subtle trade off between temperature and mechanical quality factor. Al-

though smallγ andT guarantee nonclassicality, such a behavior is still present at

γ/η ∼ 0.1 and forT well above the ground-state one.

4.2 Two Mirrors

In this section, we will consider a different setup, where both cavity mirrors are

free to oscillate around their equilibrium positions and they are both interacting

with a three level atom inside the cavity. Using this setup, we can study the cor-

relations between the two mesoscopic systems and their quantum features. In this

section, we will only focus on the conditional evolution of the two mirrors after a

measurement of the atomic subsystem.
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4.2.1 Hamiltonian and conditional unitary evolution

Let us consider the same Fabry-Perot cavity discussed in Section 4.1.1, pumped

by a laser field at frequencyωp and with a three-levelΛ-type atom trapped within

the mode-volume of the cavity field. The model is very similarto the one de-

scribing the single mirror case, with the difference that here the two mirrors of

the cavity are both able to oscillate around their equilibrium positions and they

are modeled as two harmonic oscillators with frequenciesω1 andω2. By moving

to an interaction picture respect to the same operator consider in the one-mirror

scheme, the Hamiltonian of the system can be written in the same form as Equa-

tion (4.1), where only the terms involving the mirror’s degrees of freedom are

changed to take into account the addition of the second mirror. These terms read

Hm=

2
∑

j=1

ωjb
†
jbj ,

Hmc=a
†a

2
∑

j=1

(−1)j−1χj(b
†
j+bj).

(4.19)

The bosonic operatorsa†, a andb†j , bj refer to the cavity field and the two mechan-

ical mirrors, respectively. By assuming a large cavity quality factor and a small

spontaneous emission rate from|e〉, in the limit of (∆, δ)≫(Ω, g) we can elimi-

nate both the cavity field and the excited atomic level, thus arriving at the effective

atom-mirrors Hamiltonian

Heff = |0〉〈0| ⊗
2
∑

j=1

(−1)j−1ηj(b
†
j+bj), (4.20)
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with ηj = (Ω2g2/δ2∆2)χj . The corresponding time-evolution operator reads

Ut = |1〉〈1| ⊗ I + |0〉〈0| ⊗D1(−iη1t)⊗D2(iη2t), (4.21)

whereDj(ζ) = exp[ζb†j − ζ∗bj ] is the displacement operator for modej = 1, 2

[72]. In analogy with the one-mirror case, the resulting dynamics of the mechani-

cal systems is thus a conditional displacement controlled by the state of the atomic

part: while nothing happens to the mechanical modes when theatom is prepared

in |1〉, their state gets displaced in phase space where the atomic state is|0〉. In

what follows we generalize the analysis performed in the previous section and we

show how this mechanism, complemented with an appropriate post-selective step,

results in non-classicality of the mechanical subsystem.

The generalization of the conditional time evolution operator given in Equa-

tion (4.11) to the two-mirrors case is straightforward. Thenew operator simply

reads

〈ϕ|Ut|ϕ〉 = |c1|2I + |c0|2D1(−iη1t)D2(iη2t), (4.22)

with I the identity operator. We consider again the case in which|ϕ〉 = |+〉 and

the initial state of the mirror isρm(0) = |α1, α2〉〈α1, α2| where|αj〉 is a coherent

state of modej having amplitudeα∈C. The state of the mirrors thus reads

|ψm(t)〉 = (|α1, α2〉+ e−iΦ(t)|β1(t), β2(t)〉)/
√
2, (4.23)

whereΦ(t) =
∑2

j=1(−1)j−1ηjRe{αj}t and βj(t) = αj+(−1)jiηjt (j=1, 2).

Equation (4.23) is an Entangled Coherent State (ECS) of modes1 and2 [126]. Its

von Neumann entropy depends on a delicate trade off among theamplitudesαj(t)
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andβj(t). ECSs play an important role in the context of continuous-variable (CV)

quantum information processing as a valuable resource for communication and

computation (the latter performed via teleportation-based gate operations) [127].

4.2.2 Mirror-Mirror correlations

The simple example analyzed in the previous section is instructive and, as we

will see later, mathematically useful. However, as pointedout in Section 4.1.2,

the interaction of the two oscillators with the thermal bathhas to be taken into

account, and it is realistic to assume a initial thermal state for the two mirros. The

thermal state of a single bosonic mode is given by Equation (4.6). In the case of

two modes, the initial mechanical state isρm(0)=̺th1 ⊗̺th2 , and it evolves under

the action of〈+|Ut|+〉 so as to give

ρm(t)=

∫

d2α1d
2α2P(α1, V )P(α2, V )|ψm(t)〉〈ψm(t)|. (4.24)

We now show that, despite the thermal convolution at the basis of the definition

of ρ(t), the mechanical state of two mirrors can exhibit strong non-classical fea-

tures even at non-zero temperature. We will focus on two different signatures of

non-classicality: the negative values of the Wigner function associated with the

stateρm(t) and the non-local correlations between the two mirrors. TheWigner

function of a two-modes system is defined as the straightforward generalization

of Equation (4.12), i.e.

W (µ1, µ2) =
1

π2

∫

d2ν1d
2ν2
(

2
∏

j=1

eµjν
∗
j −µ

∗
j νj
)

χ(ν1, ν2), (4.25)
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Figure 4.6: (Color online) Negative volume ofW (µ1, µ2) againstV for ηt = 5.
Inset: Wigner functionW1(µ1) atµ2=− (1 + i), ηt=2 andT=0.

where(µj, νj)∈C andχ(ν1, ν2)=Tr[D1(ν1)D2(ν2)ρ] is the two-modes Weyl char-

acteristic function. Together with the study of Wigner function’s negativity, we

also investigate the quantum correlations between the two mirrors. To overcome

the problem of inferring non-classical correlations in a mixed non-Gaussian state

of a CV system, which is a very demanding task due to the lack ofappropriate

entanglement measures, we use the same approach taken in theprevious sec-

tion, which relies on the investigation of Bell inequality violations. This route

is particularly viable in our case as we can take advantage ofthe dualism between

density matrix and Wigner function for CV states. Here, one can formulate a

Bell-Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (Bell-CHSH) test usingthe two-mode Wigner

function corresponding toρm(t).

To begin with, one can study the behavior of the single-mirror Wigner func-

tions calculated for a fixed pointµ0 in the other mirror phase space, i.e.

Wj(µj)=W (µj, µi = µ0), with i6=j=1, 2. (4.26)
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Figure 4.7: (Color online) Numerically optimized violation of the Bell-CHSH
inequality for the two-mirror state againstηt andV .

It is seen from the inset of Figure 4.6 that, depending on the operating condi-

tions of the system,W1(µ1) (equivalentlyW2(µ2)) can be considerably negative,

thereby proving its non-classical nature. This is remarkable, especially when com-

pared to the case of a standard optomechanical setting wherea mechanical mirror

is coupled to the field of an optical resonator. There, in fact, it can be proven that

the state of the mechanical subsystem is onlyclassically squeezedand the device

cannot be utilized in order to engineer non-classical states of the movable mir-

ror [128]. Differently, using the mechanism we propose here, we have checked

that the negative regions ofW1(µ1) remain even at non-zero temperature. These

considerations can be strengthened by extending them to theWigner function of

both the mechanical mirrors and studying thenegative volume, which is defined

as

V−=

∫

d2µ1d
2µ2[|W (µ1, µ2)|−W (µ1, µ2)]/2. (4.27)

In Figure 4.6,V− is plotted againstV for ηt = 5, revealing that non-classicality
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persists up toV∼10, i.e. well above zero temperature. We give an estimate of

actual temperatures corresponding to such order of magnitude forV later on.

We now pass to the study of the Bell-CHSH inequality test [83]to infer non-

classical correlations shared by the mechanical systems. For a two-mode bosonic

system, the Bell-CHSH inequality can be re-cast in terms of the expectation val-

ues〈Π1(µ1)⊗Π2(µ2)〉, withΠi(µj) = Dj(µj)(−1)b
†
jbjD†

j(µj) [122]. The propor-

tionality between displaced parity operators and the two-mode Wigner function

is crucial as we have thatW (µ1, µ2) = (4/π2)〈Π1(µ1)⊗Π2(µ2)〉 and the CHSH

function can thus be written as

CHSH=
π2

4
[W (µ1, µ2)+W (µ′

1, µ2)+W (µ1, µ
′
2)−W (µ′

1, µ
′
2)]. (4.28)

Any local realistic theory imposes the bound|CHSH| ≤ 2. If the mechanical

state is such that|CHSH| > 2, correlations of non-classical nature are necessar-

ily shared by the two mirrors. In Figure 4.7 we show that, although hindered

by the thermal nature of the mechanical modes, the two-mirror state violates

the local realistic bound up toV = 1.1, which corresponds to a temperature

T ≈ 0.1mK (5µK) at ωm/2π ∼ 6MHz (300KHz), a frequency easily achievable

by current experimental setups [15, 22]. This shows that themechanical state re-

mains non-classically correlated even for thermal energies that are 10 times larger

than the ground-state energy of each mirror. Quite expectedly, the CHSH inequal-

ity is increasingly violated in time at temperatureT = 0, asymptotically reaching

Tsirelson’s bound.

The decreasing behavior of the CHSH function atT>0 can be explained by

considering that, under such conditions, the coherences inthe two-mirror state
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are suppressed. In fact, let us consider the off-diagonal terms of ρm(t) in the

coherent-state basis. These are given by

∫

d2α1d
2α2P (α1, V )P (α2, V )eiΦ(t)|α1, α2〉〈β1(t), β2(t)| (4.29)

and its Hermitian conjugate. As a function of Re(αj), the phase factoreiΦ(t) os-

cillates at frequencyηjt. At T=0, P (αj, 1) becomes a bidimensional Dirac delta-

function δ2(αj), which sets the phase factor to unity. At the same time, by in-

creasingηjt, the components of the ECS entering stateρm(t) become increasingly

orthogonal, which optimizes the violation of the CHSH inequality. Differently, at

finite temperatureP (αj, V ) has a non-null width within which the increasingly

oscillating time-dependent phase factor is eventually averaged to zero. This oc-

curs more rapidly asV grows.

4.2.3 Dissipative dynamics

We now proceed to include the mechanical damping of the two oscillator in our

analysis on the same lines followed in Section 4.1.4. We consider the dynamics

of the mirror-atom density matrixρ as driven by the weak-damping limit of the

standard Brownian-motion superoperator, whose generalization to the two mirrors

system reads as

LV (ρ) =
∑

j=1,2

γ

2
(2bjρb

†
j−{b†jbj , ρ}+(V−1)[bjρ−ρbj , b†j ]). (4.30)

From such master equation one can obtain with standard techniques four Fokker-

Planck equations for the Wigner functionsWij of the mechanical state compo-
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nents associated the atomic operator|i〉 〈j| (i, j=0, 1). The Fokker-Planck equa-

tions can be written in the same form given in Equation (4.15), and each equation

is solved by using the Gaussian ansatz in Equation (4.17), which is worth to recall

Wij(x, p, t)∝[det(Dij)]
−1/2e−

1
2
qT
ijD

−1
ij qij+iΘij(t). (4.31)

Here the vectorq and the covariance matrixDij are the generalization of Equation

(4.18) to the two modes case and they are given by

qij =



















x1−x1,ij
p1−p1,ij
x2−x2,ij
p2−p2,ij



















,

Dij =



















σx1x1ij σp1x1ij σx2x1ij σp2x1ij

σx1p1ij σp1p1ij σx2p1ij σp2p1ij

σx1x2ij σp1x2ij σx2x2ij σp2x2ij

σx1p2ij σp1p2ij σx2p2ij σp2p2ij



















.

(4.32)

As explained in the previous section, the sum of the four terms
∑

i,j=0,1Wij(x, p, τ)

gives the full non-Gaussian solution of the Fokker-Planck equations, and the neg-

ativity of the Wigner function can be use to witness non-classicality. Figure 4.8(a)

reveals thatW (µ1, µ2) exhibits considerable regions of negativity also forγ 6=0.

As expected, the negativity of the Wigner function increases when the coupling

constantη becomes larger than the damping rate. In this situation is indeed pos-

sible to neglect the dissipation of the mirror and recover the purely unitary dy-

namics treated above. Interestingly, the Wigner function has still negative values
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Figure 4.8: Wigner function for a mechanical system open to dissipation. (a)
Wigner function of a single mirror forµ2=1+i, η/γ=2, γt=V=1. (b) V− against
V andη/γ for γt = 1 (we assume that all the relevant parameter are the same for
both mirrors).

whenη ∼ γ, which means that in the dissipative regime the state of the two mir-

rors is non-classical. The decrease ofV− asη/γ ≫ 1 shown in Figure 4.8(b) is

simply due to our choice for the interaction time. By adjusting t, non-zero values

of V− are retrieved. The interplay betweenγ, η andt in setting non-classicality in

the mechanical state can be best seen by studying non-locality. As shown in Fig-

ure 4.9, asη/γ increases for damped mechanical systems at zero-temperature, the

interaction-time window has to be set so as to maximize the degree of violation of

the CHSH inequality. As expected, the violation increases with the ratio between

the coupling constant and the decay rate. However, large values ofη/γ correspond

to shorter time-windows for the violation to occur. This point can be understood

solving explicitly the open-system dynamics corresponding to a low-temperature

bath in an alternative way.

In order to do so, we follow the approach used in Chapter 3, which is worth to

recall here. We divide the evolution time ast=Nδt, with δt/t≪1 and approximate

the dynamics of the total system as a sequence of the unitary dynamics ruled by
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Figure 4.9: Violation of the CHSH inequality as a function ofγt for four values
of η/γ.

Ut and a purely dissipative one. AfterN steps, the evolved state reads

ρ(Nδt)=
(

D1
δtD2

δtUδt
)N
ρ(0), (4.33)

where we have introduced the superoperators

Dj
δtρ=e

LV =1
j δtρ,

Uδtρ=UδtρU †
δt,

(4.34)

and whereρ(0)=|+〉〈+|⊗|α1, α2〉〈α1, α2| is the initial state. This approach is

particularly useful in treating a damped harmonic oscillator. Indeed, the action of

the dissipative superoperatorDj
δt on the diadic form|λ〉〈σ| (with |λ〉 and|σ〉 two

coherent states) is given by [98]

Dj
t |λ〉〈σ| = 〈σ|λ〉γδt|λe−γδt〉〈σe−γδt|. (4.35)
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In the limit δt→0, N→∞ (so as to keept=Nδt finite), we get an accurate de-

scription of the dissipation-affected dynamics. Indeed, for the particular system

considered here the superoperatorsDδt andUδt commute whenδt → 0 and this

approach gives the exact dynamics of the system. After the projection on the

atomic part of the system, the state of the two mirrors is

ρm(t) =
1

2

[

|α1(t), α2(t)〉〈α1(t), α2(t)|+

+ |β1(t), β2(t)〉〈β1(t), β2(t)|+

+ e−iϑ(t)−Γ(t)|β1(t), β2(t)〉〈α1(t), α2(t)|+

+ eiϑ(t)−Γ(t)|α1(t), α2(t)〉〈β1(t), β2(t)|
]

,

(4.36)

where

αj(t)=αje
−γt,

βj(t)=αj(t)+(−1)j−1iηj(1−e−γt)/γ,

ϑ(t) =
1

2

∑

j=1,2

ηj
γ
αj(1− e−2γt),

Γ(t) =
1

2

∑

j=1,2

η2j
γ2

[γt+
1

2
(1− e−2γt)− 2(1− e−γt)].

(4.37)

The analysis of the CHSH inequality usingρm(t) leads to features consistent with

the solutions gathered through the Fokker-Planck approachand reveals that the de-

coherence factorΓ(t) grows with(η/γ)2, thus tightening the time-window where

violation of the local realistic boundary can be observed.
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4.3 Conclusive remarks

Such possibilities for microscopically-induced control of a mesoscopic device will

be treated in the next chapter and it will be the topic of further investigations. The

second part of our study focus on the quantum correlations shared by two mas-

sive objects, bringing our analysis to the boundary betweenthe quantum and the

classical world. In such operating conditions, the dissipative part of the dynamics

induced by damping processes in the mechanical oscillatorsplays an important

role. It is thus clear that the achievement of the conditionη ∼ γ is crucial in our

scheme, and a comment about the possibility of reaching thisregime is unavoid-

able. For state-of-the-art mechanical systems, typical values ofγ are in the range

of a few Hz. For mechanical modes havingωm/(2π)=300KHz and mass∼ 50ng

placed to a cavity of10mm length [129], a straightforward calculation shows that

η can indeed be made comparable toγ, thus demonstrating the achievability of

the conditions required by our proposal. It is remarkable that the state of the two

mechanical systems exhibits non-classical features both for one and two mirrors,

in contrast with a purely optomechanical coupling between amovable mirror and

a cavity field [75].
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Chapter 5

When Casimir meets Kibble-Zurek

WhenN two-level atoms interact collectively with a single mode ofthe elec-

tromagnetic field inside a cavity, thus realizing the so-called Dicke model [55], a

critical value of the atom-photon couplinggc exists at which the system undergoes

a quantum phase transition, generally referred to as thesuper-radiant transition.

In this Chapter, we prove that, close to the super-radiant transition, a DCE-like

mechanism arises from the use of a time-dependent driving and results in a flux of

photons generated from the vacuum fluctuations. DCE has beenpredicted to occur

in QED settings involving a cavity with oscillating end mirror [47]. This scheme,

however, appears to be technologically demanding given theprohibitively large

frequency at which the mirrors should vibrate to produce a measurable flux of

photons. Notwithstanding some interesting proposals [48–50] having the poten-

tial to ease the requirements for its observability, an experimental demonstration

of DCE is still elusive in the optical domain. Recently, a DCE-like mechanism has

been observed in an experiment performed using microwaves [51]. Our proposal

pursues a different direction: we observe that, on approaching the Dicke super-
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radiant phase transition, the frequencies at which the DCE-like effect becomes

observable are lowered, thus narrowing the gap separating the experimental state-

of-the-art from the observation of the effect.

Moreover, we unveil an intriguing connection between the occurrence of DCE

through the mechanism we propose and the KZM. The latter predicts the for-

mation of defects in a quantum many-body system dragged through a critical

point [46, 133, 134] and is due to the inability of the system to remain in its

ground state. The production of defects occurs regardless of how slowly the drag-

ging is performed and the mechanism has been shown to be related to adiabatic

quantum computation [135] and quantum annealing [136]. We are thus able to

bridge two fundamental phenomena in out-of-equilibrium quantum systems with

the goal of simplifying their observation. The recent demonstration of the Dicke

super-radiant transition [56], which is the building blockof our proposal, marks a

promising starting point towards an experimental investigation along the lines of

our work.

The Chapter is organized as follow: In Section 5.1 we will consider the case

in which all the dissipative processes can be neglected and the system undergoes

an unitary evolution. In Section 5.2 we will extend our analysis to the case in

which the cavity experiences photons losses and we will showthat a constant flux

of photons is present in the output field of the cavity when thesystem’s parame-

ters are modulated in time. Finally, in Section 5.3 we will link the generation of

photons arising from the DCE to the KZM, presenting qualitative and quantitative

evidences of the connection between the two phenomena.
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5.1 System’s Hamiltonian and Unitary Evolution

We study a system consisting ofN two level atoms placed inside a cavity in which

the splitting between the ground and excited state of each atom can be modulated

in time. In this Section, we first review some interesting properties of the system’s

Hamiltonian in absence of modulation [141] and then we address the case of a time

dependent Hamiltonian, solving the unitary dynamics of thesystem.

5.1.1 Time-Independent Hamiltonian

Let us consider a system formed byN two-level atoms interacting with the fun-

damental mode of the field inside a cavity (see Figure 5.1). Weassume that the

splitting between the ground and the excited level of each atom can be externally

modulated in time. The fundamental mode of the cavity is described using the

annihilation and creation operatorsa anda† and each two level atom is treated

as a pseudo-spin with angular momentum components{σi+, σi−, σiz}. Assuming

that the atoms interact with the field in a collective way, thewhole atomic cloud

is described by the total angular momentumJ with componentsJ± =
∑

i σ
i
±

andJz =
∑

i σ
i
z. Within this notation and setting~ = 1, the Hamiltonian of the

system in absence of modulation and in the dipole approximation reads as

H0 = ωaa
†a+ ωbJz +

g√
2j

(a† + a)(J+ + J−), (5.1)

whereωb is the static atomic splitting, which is assumed to be the same for every

atom,ωa is the fundamental frequency of the cavity andg is the atom-field cou-

pling constant. Herej is the so called ”cooperation number” in Dicke theory and
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is an eigenvalue ofJ2.

When the number of atomsN becomes large, Holstein-Primakoff representa-

tion of angular momentum [140] can be used to formally assimilate the atomic

cloud to an harmonic oscillator. Using this representation, the components of the

angular momentumJ can be written in terms of bosonic annihilation and creation

operatorsb, b† as

J+ = b†

√

2j

(

1− b†b

2j

)

,

J− =

√

2j

(

1− b†b

2j

)

b,

Jz = (b†b− j).

(5.2)

Since the number of atoms is large andj ≫ 1, a good approximation for the first

two equations is given byJ+ ≈ √
2jb†, J− ≈ √

2jb. Substituting these expres-

sions in Equation (5.1) and neglecting the overall shiftingterm, the Hamiltonian

becomes

H0 =
∑

k=a,b

ωkk
†k + g(a† + a)(b† + b), (5.3)

wherek = {a, b}.

The Hamiltonian in Equation (5.3) describes two harmonic oscillator cou-

pled via anxx interaction with coupling constantg and can be exactly diago-

nalized. Considering the position and momentum operators for the two modes,

xk = (1/
√
2ωk)(k

† + k) andyk = i
√

(ωk/2)(k
† − k), Equation (5.3) can be

rewritten as

H0 =
1

2

∑

k=a,b

(ω2
kx

2
k + y2k) + 4g

√
ωaωbxaxb. (5.4)
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the system. An atomic cloud consistingof N two level
atoms is placed inside a cavity with fundamental frequencyωa. The static splitting
between the ground and the excited state of each atom isωb and is modulated in
time with amplitudeλ and frequencyη. The whole atomic cloud is then treated as
an harmonic oscillator with time dependent frequencyΩ(t).

The diagonal form is obtained by rotating the coordinate system following the

transformationsxa = q1 cos γ + q2 sin γ andxb = −q1 sin γ + q2 cos γ, where the

angleγ is given by

tan 2γ =
4g

√
ωaωb

ω2
b − ω2

a

. (5.5)

The rotated Hamiltonian (up to an overall shifting) reads as

H0 =
1

2

∑

k=1,2

(ǫ2kq
2
k + p2k), (5.6)

where

ǫ21 =
1

2

(

ω2
a + ω2

b −
√

(ω2
b − ω2

a)
2 + 16g2ωaωb

)

,

ǫ22 =
1

2

(

ω2
a + ω2

b +
√

(ω2
b − ω2

a)
2 + 16g2ωaωb

)

.

(5.7)

Equation (5.6) describes two uncoupled harmonic oscillators with frequenciesǫ1

and ǫ2. Introducing the bosonic operatorsck and c†k associated with the trans-
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formed position and momentum operatorsqk andpk, the Hamiltonian can be also

written as

H0 = ǫ1c
†
1c1 + ǫ2c

†
2c2. (5.8)

The new operators{c1, c2} are connected with{a, b} via Bogoliubov transforma-

tions which are given in [141] and reported in Appendix C.1.

It can be noticed from Equation (5.7) that the value ofǫ1 becomes imaginary

wheng exceeds the critical valuegc =
√
ωaωb/2. That means that the system

undergoes different behaviors depending on being in the ”normal phase” (g < gc)

or in the so called ”superraddiant phase” (g > gc), as explained in [141]. Indeed,

the existence of this critical value is crucial for the argument we put forth. Since

at this stage we are only interested in the normal phase regime, we will not go into

the details of the phase transition process. Nevertheless,it is important to point

out that the model described above is valid only forg < gc and that the critical

nature of the system plays an important role.

5.1.2 Atomic frequency modulation

We are now ready to address the case in which the atomic splitting is sinusoidally

modulated with frequencyη and amplitudeλ. This is in some sense a general-

ization of the scheme proposed in [49, 50], where a system consisting of a single

two-level atom placed inside a cavity is studied. Let us consider the Hamiltonian

given in Equation (5.3) and let us assume that the atomic frequency is no longer

ωb but a time-dependent function on the formΩ(t) = ωb + λ sin ηt instead. Sub-

stituting this expression in Equation (5.3), the time-dependent Hamiltonian of the
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system becomes

H = ωaa
†a+ Ω(t)b†b+ g(a† + a)(b† + b). (5.9)

The diagonalized Hamiltonian has the same form of the one given in Equation

(5.6), with time dependent frequenciesǫk(t) which are obtained simply by substi-

tutingωb with Ω(t) in Equation (5.7).

The unitary dynamics of the system can be solved using two different methods.

In both cases, we assume that the system is initialized in itsground state, i.e.

with all the atoms in the lower energy level and the field in thevacuum state at

t = 0. The first method consists of solving the Heisenberg equations of motion

for the field operatorsa anda† and for the atomic cloud bosonic operatorsb andb†

using the Hamiltonian in Equation (5.9). The Heisenberg equations are given by

k̇ = −i[k,H ] with k = a, b. The equations can be recast into an equation for the

covariance matrix, which is solved numerically. Alternatively, the problem can

be treated in the Schrödinger picture using Lewis-Riesenfeld method [145, 146].

This method gives us a strategy for solving any time dependent problem using the

so called dynamical invariants, and it is particularly useful in the case of quadratic

Hamiltonians. In this second case, we will make use of the diagonal form of

the Hamiltonian in order to make some approximations. In thelimit in which

the modulation frequencyη and the time dependent frequenciesǫk(t) satisfies the

conditions

ǫ2(t) ≫ η, ǫ2(t) ≫ ǫ1(t), (5.10)

the non-critical modeq2 will not contribute to the photon production. In the adi-

abatic approximation we can get rid of the second mode and describe the system
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Figure 5.2: Mean number of photons inside a non-leaking cavity against time
calculated using the L-R method in the one mode approximation (blue line) and
solving the Heisemberg equations of motions for exact the two modes Hamilto-
nian (red line). The parameters areωa = ωb = 1, η = 2ǫ1, λ = 0.01. The values
of g are: (a)g = 0.99gc = 0.495, (b) g = 0.9gc = 0.45, (c) g = 0.85gc = 0.425,
(d) g = 0.7gc = 0.35.

as a single harmonic oscillator with a time-dependent frequency:

H ≈ 1

2
[ǫ21(t)q

2 + p2]. (5.11)

Comparing the results obtained in the two cases, we can test the validity of the

one mode approximation.

The quantity of interest in the DCE context is the mean numberof photons

〈a†a〉 generated inside the cavity. Figure 5.2 shows the number of photons〈a†a〉
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as a function of time for various values of the coupling constant g, calculated

using Lewis-Riesenfeld method in the single mode approximation and using the

Heisenberg equations for the exact two mode Hamiltonian. Itis evident from the

plots that a modulation at frequencyη = 2ǫ1 results in a generation of photons

from vacuum inside the cavity. Moreover, the number of photons generated in-

creases when the coupling constantg approaches its critical valuegc. It can also

be noticed from the figure that the two results are very similar when the coupling

constant is close to its critical value, e. g.g = 0.99gc, as expected. With the

decreasing ofg the discrepancy between the two quantity increases. This isdue to

the fact that the conditions in Equation (5.10) are not fulfilled anymore wheng is

far away from the critical valuegc and the single mode approximation is not valid

any longer. This behavior is conditioned to the choice of thesystem’s parameters.

Indeed,gc is now a time dependent quantity and the system would go through a

phase transition ifgc < g at some timet, in which case the model used would fail

and the results would not make sense anymore. It is thus important to choose the

system’s parameters in such a way that the conditiongc > g holds for allt.

Within the single mode approximation and when the modulation amplitudeλ

is small, a qualitative explanation of the photons’ generation mechanism can be

given in terms of time-dependent perturbation theory on an unperturbed harmonic

oscillator with frequencyǫ1. Indeed, whenη = 2ǫ1, the sinusoidal perturbation

produces a resonant coupling between levels that differ in energy by2ǫ1. This

coupling is responsible for the creation of photons inside the cavity. In analogy

with usual dynamical Casimir effect and with the single atomschemes proposed

in [49, 50], the photons are created in pairs. On the other hand, while in these

schemes the modulation frequency is required to be on the order of the photonic
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frequency, in our proposalη can be in principle as small as we want, due to the

fact thatǫ1 → 0 at the phase transition.

The model treated here resembles the many-body Landau-Zener problem stud-

ied in References [138, 139], with the crucial difference ofthe inclusion of the

counter-rotating terms in our analysis, which leadboth to the super-radiant tran-

sition and the production of photons. It is also worth to mention that in Refer-

ence [137] a model similar to ours but based on a semi-classical approach has

been addressed to relate DCE-like effects to Dicke super-radiance. Here we per-

form a full quantum treatment of both the atom-light interaction and the effects on

the photon statistics induced by the driving of the atomic subsystem. Moreover,

as discussed in Section 5.3, we will unveil the connection between the DCE-like

effects and the Kibble-Zurek mechanism.

5.2 Dissipative Dynamics: Langevin Equations Ap-

proach

In the previous Section we have studied the case of a cavity with perfect mirrors

and we have shown how is possible to generate photons by modulating the pa-

rameters of the system. In this Section, we consider a leaking cavity in which

the internal mode experiences photons’ losses due to the coupling with the envi-

ronment. Since we are neglecting atomic decays, the equation of motion for the

bosonic operatorb describing the atomic cloud is still the Heisemberg equation

of motion ḃ = −i[b,H ]. On the other hand, the cavity mode operatora is sub-

jected to dissipative processes , and its open dynamics can be obtained solving the
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Langevin equations of the system and making use of the input-output formalism

for optical cavities [72]. In this Section we will treat thisproblem extensively.

5.2.1 Langevin Equations

Solving the dissipative dynamics of the system in presence of counter-rotating

terms is a non trivial task and some preliminary remarks are due. To treat the

problem, one might be tempted to naively use the Langevin equation for a Marko-

vian process in its common form. This is given by

ȧ = −i[a,H ]− (γ/2)a(t) + f(t), (5.12)

whereγ is the damping rate of the cavity andf(t) is the Langevin force operator

which correspond to the stochastic noise function in classical Langevin equation

[72]. However, Equation (5.12) gives an appropriate description of the system’s

evolution only when the rotating wave approximation (RWA) is considered, in

which case the dynamics is solved in a rotating frame of reference. When the

counter-rotating terms are included, as in the case here at hand, the rotating wave

approximation is not valid any longer and it becomes crucialto derive a Langevin

equation which describe the correct dissipative dynamics of the system in a non-

rotating frame. In order to further clarify this point, let us briefly analyze the

derivation of Equation (5.12). To include the interaction with the environment, it

is usually assumed that the internal mode of the cavitya is coupled with a bath

consisting of a collection of harmonic oscillators with frequenciesν and operators
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αν . The system-bath coupling Hamiltonian is [72]

V = i

∫ ∞

0

dνkν(ανa
† − aα†

ν). (5.13)

This main assumption is valid regardless of whether the RWA is considered or not.

Notice that the negative frequencies of the bath are excluded from the integration,

since in any real bath the density of statesρ(ω) vanishes forω < 0 and only

positive frequencies have a physical meaning [142]. However, when the RWA is

considered and the system is studied in a frame of reference rotating at frequency

ωa, the integration limits in Equation (5.13) are shifted by−ωa and the integral can

be extended to−∞ if ωa is large. The inclusion of negative frequencies is crucial

in the derivation of Equation (5.12). On the other hand, whenthe counter-rotating

terms are included in the Hamiltonian, the system is studiedin a non-rotating

frame and negative frequencies cannot be included in the integral.

To derive the Langevin equation describing the evolution ofthe system in the

non-rotating frame, we start by assuming a cavity-bath interaction on the form

of Equation (5.13). The total Hamiltonian of the system and the bath is then

Hs+b = H + Hbath + V, whereHbath is the free Hamiltonian of the bath given

by Hbath =
∑

ν να
†
ναν . After some simple steps, the equation of motion for the

internal mode of the cavity is written as [72]

ȧ = −i[a,H ]−
∫ ∞

−∞

dt′γ(t− t′)a(t′) + f(t), (5.14)

where the damping memory kernelγ(τ) (with τ = t− t′) and the Langevin force
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f(t) are given by

γ(τ) = Θ(τ)

∫ ∞

0

dν|kν |2e−iντ ,

f(t) =

∫ ∞

0

dνkνe
−iνtαinν .

(5.15)

Here the input and the output field operators are defined in thestandard form

asαinν = limt0→−∞ αν(t0)e
−iνt0 andαoutν = limt1→∞ αν(t1)e

−iνt1 , respectively.

These operators are linked with the internal mode of the cavity by the relation

αoutν = αinν − k∗ν ã(ν), (5.16)

whereã(ω) is the Fourier transform ofa(t). The input-output relations in Equa-

tion (5.16) link also the power spectrum outside the cavityS(ν) with the power

spectrum insideP(ν). Assuming the input field in the vacuum state we find

S(ν) = |kν|2P(ν). (5.17)

For a generic quadratic two modes Hamiltonian, the equations of motion can

be written in a compact matrix notation. Taking into accountthat the mode

b does not experience any dissipation, we define the bosonic operators vector

as u(t) = (a(t), b(t), a†(t), b†(t))T and the Langevin forces vector asF (t) =

(f(t), 0, f †(t), 0)T . Within this notation, the equations for the two modes in the

domain of time can by rewritten in the form

u̇(t) = −iM(t) · u(t)−
∫

dt′Γ(t− t′) · u(t′) + F (t), (5.18)
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whereM(t) is a time-dependent4 × 4 matrix taking into account the unitary

evolution andΓ(t− t′) is the4× 4 matrix of the damping kernels given byΓ(t−

t′) = diag[γ(t − t′), 0, γ(t − t′), 0]. It is worth to mention that, whenM(t) is a

periodic function oft with periodT, it can be expanded as a Fourier series which

in general is given by

M(t) =M(t + T ) =
∞
∑

m=−∞

Mme
i 2π
T
mt. (5.19)

Solving Equation (5.18) might be a very hard task due to the presence of a

non-trivial convolution integral. The problem can be avoided by moving in the

domain of frequencies. Since the MatrixM(t) explicitly depends on time, by

moving to the frequencies domain we need to consider all the sidebands con-

tributions coming from the decomposition given in Equation(5.19). Defining

ũ(ω) = (ã(ω), b̃(ω), ã†(−ω), b̃†(−ω))T andF̃ (ω) = (f̃(ω), 0, f̃ †(−ω), 0)T as the

Fourier transform of the vectorsu(t) andF (t) introduced above, the Langevin

equations in the domain of frequencies read as [143]

iM(ω) ·

























ũ(ω −mη)

...

ũ(ω)

...

ũ(ω +mη)

























=

























F̃ (ω −mη)

...

F̃ (ω)

...

F̃ (ω +mη)

























, (5.20)
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where the matrixM(ω) is given by

M(ω) =

























B−m M1 M2 . . . M2m

M−1 B−(m−1) M1
...

M−2 M−1 B−(m−2)

... M1

M−2m . . . M−1 Bm

























, (5.21)

and whereBj =M0−(ω+jη)−iΓ̃(ω+jη).HereΓ̃(ω) = diag[γ̃(ω), 0, γ̃(−ω), 0]

is the Fourier transform of the damping memory kernel andη = 2π/T . The

Langevin force operators̃f(ω) in the domain of frequencies are linked to the input

operators of the cavity by [142]

f̃(ω) = 2πkωρ(ω)α
in
ω , (5.22)

whereρ(ω) represents the photonic density of states of the bath. On theother

hand, following [142] again, the dacay rates can be written in the domain of fre-

quencies as̃γ(ω) = Re[γ̃(ω)] + iIm[γ̃(ω)], where

Re[γ̃(ω)] = π|kω|2ρ(ω),

Im[γ̃(ω)] = −1

π
P
∫ ∞

−∞

dω′Re[γ̃(ω′)]

ω′ − ω
,

(5.23)

and where P denotes the principal value of the integral.

While the imaginary part of̃γ(ω) is just a fixed Lamb shift, the real part

Re[γ̃(ω)] is responsible for the frequency-depending damping of the cavity mode.

As mentioned above, when the counterrotating terms are taken into account it be-
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comes crucial to consider that the density of photonic statein the bathρ(ω) is zero

for negative frequencies. It follows immediately from Equations (5.22) and (5.23)

that γ̃(ω) = 0 and f̃(ω) = 0 for ω < 0. In the following, we will also suppose

that the damping rate assumes the same value for every positive frequency. This

is equivalent to assuming thatkω = k ∀ω andρ(ω) = 1 for ω > 0. Within this

assumption, we defineγ0 ≡ π|k|2 and we can write Re[γ̃(ω)] = γ0 for ω > 0 and

Re[γ̃(ω)] = 0 for ω < 0.

5.2.2 Solution of Langevin Equations and Photons Generation

For the Hamiltonian considered here, the matrixM(t) includes a sinusoidal mod-

ulation with periodT = (2π)/η. Recalling Equation (5.19), its Fourier expansion

is thus given byM(t) =M0 +M1(e
iηt − e−iηt), where

M0 =



















ωa g 0 g

g ωb g 0

0 −g −ωa −g

−g 0 −g −ωb



















; M1 =



















0 0 0 0

0 λ 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 λ



















. (5.24)

So the Fourier expansion ofM(t) counts just the three componentsM0, M1 and

M−1 = −M1. SubstitutingM0 andM±1, Equation (5.20) can be solved to the

m-th order simply by inverting the MatrixiM. We are interested on the solution

of Equation (5.20) for the cavity operatorã(ω). CallingG(ω) = [iM(ω)]−1, this
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is given by

ã(m)(ω) =
m
∑

j=−m

G4m+1,4(m+j)+1(ω)f̃(ω + jη)

+ G4m+1,4(m+j)+3(ω)f̃
†(−ω − jη),

(5.25)

where the index(m) indicates the number of sidebands taken into account and

Gi,j(ω) are the matrix elements ofG(ω).

We start our analysis by calculating the mean number of photons inside the

cavity at the stationary state〈a†a〉, which is given by〈a†a〉 = limt→∞〈a†(t)a(t)〉.

After Fourier Transformation, the limit gives

〈a†a〉 = 1

(2π)2

∫ ∞

−∞

dω〈ã†(ω)ã(ω)〉. (5.26)

Substituting Equation (5.25) into Equation (5.26) and using the expression linking

f̃(ω) andαinω given in Equation (5.22), the mean number of photons inside the

cavity at the steady state is given by

〈a†a〉(m) =
γ0
π

m
∑

j=−m

∫ ∞

−∞

dωρ(−ω − jη)]

×|G4m+1,4(m+j)+3(ω)|2.
(5.27)

Here we have assumed that the input field is in the vacuum state, so the operators

αinω fulfill the condition〈αinω αin
†

ω′ 〉 = δ(ω − ω′). Assuming the damping rate to be

the same for every positive frequency, i.e.γ0 = π|k|2, and making use of the fact

that the state’s density function is given byρ(ω) = 1 for ω > 0 andρ(ω) = 0 for
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ω < 0, Equation (5.27) can be rewritten as

〈a†a〉(m) =
γ0
π

m
∑

j=−m

∫ ∞

jη

dω|G4m+1,4(m+j)+3(−ω)|2. (5.28)

Let us now consider the explicit calculation of the mean number of photons

inside the cavity in two simple cases. The first example is thecase in which

m = 0, i.e. no time-dependent modulation is applied to the system (see [142] for

more details). In this case Equation (5.27) simply reduces to

〈a†a〉(0) =
γ0
π

∫ ∞

0

dω|G1,3(−ω)|2. (5.29)

The behavior of the number of photons〈a†a〉(0) against the interaction constant

g for various values of the decay rateγ is shown in the main panel of Figure

5.3. It is important to point out that the non-vanishing meannumber of photons

is related to the presence of virtual photons which are trapped inside the cavity

and can not be observed. Indeed, due to energy conservation law, it is impossible

for the photons to leave the cavity and be detected when the Hamiltonian of the

system is time-independent and the input field is in the vacuum state. We will

see shortly that the number of photons leaking out of the cavity is identically zero

when no-modulation is applied.

Another simple example is given by considering a weak modulation, in which

case we can assume that only the first two sidebands give a significant contribution

and we truncate the summation in Equation (5.27) atm = 1. The number of
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photons is then given by

〈a†a〉(1) =
γ0
π

∫ ∞

−η

dω|G5,3(−ω)|2 +
γ

π

∫ ∞

0

dω|G5,7(−ω)|2+

+
γ

π

∫ ∞

η

dω|G5,11(−ω)|2].
(5.30)

The quantity〈a†a〉(1) is shown in the inner panel of Figure 5.3 as a function of

the modulating frequencyη. The plot shows a sharp resonance peak atη = 2ǫ1,

as expected from the previous analysis in the unitary regime, with the difference

that in a leaking cavity the system reaches a stationary state when the photons’

creation rate equals the cavity damping rate. However, the number of photons

inside the cavity can not be observed, since only the flux of photons leaking out

of the cavity is a measurable quantity. We now pass to the explicit calculation of

this quantity for the two cases treated above.

To obtain the output operator of the cavityαoutω , we substitute the solution for

the internal operator̃a(ω) given by Equation (5.25) into the input-output relation

in Equation (5.16). Doing so and using Equation (5.22), the output operator reads

as

αoutω =αinω − 2γ0

m
∑

j=−m

G4m+1,4(m+j)+1(ω)ρ(ω + jη)αinω+jη+

+2γ0

m
∑

j=−m

G4m+1,4(m+j)+3(ω)ρ(−ω − jη)αin
†

−ω−jη.

(5.31)

In analogy with Equation (5.26), the photonic flux outside the cavity is given by

〈α†α〉 =
∫∞

0
dω〈αout†ω αoutω 〉, with the crucial difference that only positive frequen-

cies of the bath are included in the integration. Substituting Equation (5.31) and
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Figure 5.3: (Main panel) mean number of photons inside a leaking cavity against
the interaction constantg in the case of no-modulation forγ0 = 0.1 (blue line),
γ0 = 0.2 (red line) andγ0 = 0.3 (yellow line). (Inner panel) mean number
of photons inside a leaking cavity against the modulation frequencyη for λ =
0.00005 andγ0 = 0.005 andg = 0.45 = 0.9gc.

assuming a vanishing input field such that〈αinω αin
†

ω′ 〉 = δ(ω − ω′), 〈α†α〉 reads as

〈α†α〉(m) = 4γ20

m
∑

j=−m

∫ ∞

0

dω
(

|G4m+1,4(m+j)+3(ω)|2×

×ρ(−ω − jη)
)

.

(5.32)

Under the assumptionsρ(ω) = 0 for ω < 0 andρ(ω) = γ0 for ω > 0, Equation

(5.32) can be rewritten as

〈α†α〉(m) = 4γ20

m
∑

j=0

∫ jη

0

dω|G4m+1,4(m−j)+3(ω)|2. (5.33)

Notice that, having the matrix elements ofG the dimension of time, the quantity
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Figure 5.4: Radiation flux outside the cavity. (a) Flux of photons outside the cavity
againstη for ωa = ωb = 1, g = 0.9gc = 0.45, γ/ωa = 0.005, andλ/ωa = 0.005.
For these parameters,ǫ0/ωa ≈ 0.315. (b) Flux of photons outside the cavity
againstη andg for ωb/ωa = 1, γ/ωa = 0.005 andλ/ωa = 0.005.

〈α†α〉 has the correct dimension of1/t for a flux of photons.

It can be seen immediately from Equation (5.33) that, as expected and accord-

ing to energy conservation law, no photons’ flux outside the cavity is observed

whenm = 0, i.e. when no modulation is applied and the Hamiltonian is time-

independent. On the contrary, any time-dependent modulation generates a con-

stant flux of photons. Considering again a small modulation and truncating the

sum atm = 1, Equation (5.33) counts just one term given by

〈α†α〉(1) = 2γ20

∫ η

0

dω|G5,3(ω)|2. (5.34)

The flux of photons〈α†α〉(1) is plotted against the modulation frequencyη and

the coupling constantg in Figure 5.4. In panel (a) a resonance peak is clearly

visible atη ≈ 0.63 wheng = 0.9gc = 0.45. For this value ofg, the value of

smallest eigenvalueǫ1 given in Equation (5.7) isǫ1 ≈ 0.315. So, as expected,

the resonance occurs atη ≈ 2ǫ1. This profile is the same as the one relative to
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Figure 5.5: Spectral density of the output photons. Takingωa = ωb = 1, λ =
0.005, γ = 0.005, g = 0.9gc = 0.45, we find ǫ0 = 0.315. We have taken
η/2ǫ0 = 1 (corresponding to resonance conditions, main panel),η/2ǫ0 = 0.7
(upper inset),η/2ǫ0 = 1.3 (lower inset).

the photons’ flux inside the cavity shown in Figure 5.3. In panel (b), the flux

of photons is plotted againstg andη. It can be seen that the resonance occurs at

η ≈ 2ǫ1 regardless the value ofǫ1. Moreover, the photons’ flux at the resonance

increases wheng approaches its critical valuegc. It is thus evident that bringing

the system close to its critical point presents the double advantage of reducing the

frequency at which the DCE is observable and increasing the number of photons

generated in the process.

In the last part of this Section, we analyze the spectral density S(ω) of the

output flux of photons, which is linked to the spectral density inside the cavity

P(ω) via Equation (5.17). To findP(ω), we consider the autocorrelation function

for the number of photons inside the cavity at the stationarystate (i.e. fort→ ∞),
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which is defined asF (τ) = limt→∞〈a†(t+τ)a(t)〉 [148]. Substituting the Fourier

transform ofa(t) anda†(t), the equation above becomes

F (τ) =

∫ ∞

−∞

dω〈a†(ω)a(ω)〉e−iωτ . (5.35)

Being the spectral densityP(ω) defined as the Fourier transform of the auto-

correlation function, it follows immediately from Equation (5.35) thatP(ω) =

〈a†(ω)a(ω)〉. After substituting Equation (5.25),P(ω) reads as

P(ω) = 4πγ0

m
∑

j=−m

|G4m+1,4(m+j)+3(−ω − jη)|2ρ(−ω − jη). (5.36)

Using now Equation (5.17) and considering thatπ|kω|2 = γ0, the spectral density

of the output flux of photons can be immediately written asS(ω) = (γ0/π)P(ω).

In the case of a weak modulation where only the first two sidebands are taken into

account andm = 1, S(ω) is non-vanishing only for0 < ω < η and it can be

written as

S(ω) = 4γ20 |G5,3(−ω + η)|2. (5.37)

The spectral density outside the cavityS(ω) for a weak modulation is plotted in

Figure 5.5 for various values of the modulation frequencyη. Whenη = ηres =

2ǫ1, the spectrum reveals a single sharp peak atω ≈ ǫ1 (main panel). In the

non resonant regime, the emission atω ≈ ǫ1 is drastically reduced and others

sidebands emission lines appear (inner panels).
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5.3 Connection with KZM

Finally, we address the crucial connection between our DCE-like mechanism and

the Kibble-Zurek one [44, 45]. In this Section, we only consider the single mode

approximation, and we thus drop the index and setǫ1(t) ≡ ǫ(t) to simplify the

notation. On approaching the critical point of the model in Equation (5.1), re-

gardless of the value ofη, there will always be a regime where the perturbation

is non-adiabatic and photons are produced. A first estimate of the unavoidable

departure from adiabaticity, with a consequent photon-flux, is obtained by calcu-

lating the probability of the system to go into an excited state. For simplicity, we

consider one period in the absence of damping. The probability of leaving the

ground state at the final timetf (ti being the initial time) is

P=1−|〈Ψ(tf)|ϕ0(tf )〉|2, (5.38)

with |ϕn(t)〉 the instantaneous eigenstates of the harmonic oscillator and |Ψ(tf)〉

the final state of the system.

The KZM relies on the assumption that the state of a system brought close

enough to the critical pointfreezeswhen the system is not able to adiabatically

follow the changes in the control parameter (see Chapter 2).For the driving here

at hand, the freeze-out times is found by solving the equation

T (t)/Ṫ (t) = τ(t), (5.39)

whereT (t) = gc(t)/g − 1 plays the role of the relative temperature of the system
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Adiabatic regime

Adiabatic regime

Impulsive regime Impulsive regime

ηt̂1

ηt̂2ηt̂3

ηt̂4

(a)

Figure 5.6: (a) Schematic representation of the four freeze-out points in the
trigonometric circle. (b) Probability of leaving the ground state againstη/ǫ0 for
g = 0.49/ωa and various values ofλ.

andτ = τ0/ǫ(t) is its relaxation time (τ0 = 1/ω)1. For a sinusoidal modulation of

T (t) and if the oscillating terms brings the system sufficiently close to the critical

point, one finds four solutions, each embodying a freeze-outtime. Figure 5.6

(a) shows their representations in the unit circle. As the system is initialized in

its ground state, i.e.|Ψ(ti)〉 = |ϕ0(ti)〉, the adiabatic conditionT (t)/Ṫ (t) > τ is

satisfied untilt = t̂1, wheret̂1 is the freeze-out time at which the system enters the

so-called impulsive regime. During this period, the state of the system is frozen

until t = t̂2, when the adiabatic condition is fulfilled again and the stateof the

system becomes

|Ψ(t̂2)〉 = |ϕ0(t̂1)〉 =
∑

n

cn,0(t̂2, t̂1)|ϕn(t̂2)〉, (5.40)

wherecn,m(t, t′) = 〈ϕn(t)|ϕm(t′)〉. The same argument applies to the second part

of the cycle, where the system evolves adiabatically fort ∈ [t̂2, t̂3] and is frozen

1Notice thatT (t) is defined asT (t) = 1− g(t)/gc if the time-dependent parameter isg instead ofω.
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for t ∈ [t̂3, t̂4]. The state at̂t4 is then

|Ψ(t̂4)〉 =
∑

k,n

ck,n(t̂4, t̂3)cn,0(t̂2, t̂1)e
−iθn |ϕk(t̂4)〉, (5.41)

whereθn =
∫ t̂3
t̂2
dtEn(t). Finally, the last part of the evolution (t ∈ [t̂4, tf ]) will

not affect the probabilityP, which is thus given by

P = 1− |〈Ψ(t̂4)|ϕ0(t̂4)〉|2. (5.42)

The behavior of the probabilityP againstη is shown in Figure 5.6 (b) for dif-

ferent values ofλ. Clearly, the closer the system to the quantum phase transition,

the more it is susceptible to a low-frequency driving. A moredetailed analysis

requires the study of the transient dynamics. The scheme of Figure 5.6 (a) is still

valid, the probablity of excitations being calculated by composing four different

dissipative maps in the same spirit of Reference [144]. We only expect quantita-

tive changes.

To corroborate the connection between DCE and KZM, we have further ana-

lyzed the photon production in the adiabatic and non-adiabatic regimes (cf. Figure

5.7). Forη>ǫmin (beingǫmin the minimum value ofǫ(t) over a cycle), the dynam-

ics is non-adiabatic and photons can be created. Close to criticality, the mini-

mum of the gap vanishes, the system is always in the non-adiabatic regime and

the photon-flux increases linearly withη until the maximum value at resonance

is reached. Far from the transition, the photon production decreases from the

resonance with a Lorentzian behavior: whenη<ǫmin, the photon-flux is sharply

reduced and a linear behavior is recovered but with a much smaller value. This
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Figure 5.7: Output photon-flux as a function ofη for different values ofg. The
transition between adiabatic and non-adiabatic regime (sharp step) is located at
the minimum of the gap and is shifted to lower frequency when the coupling gets
closer to the critical coupling. At the critical point the dynamics is purely non-
adiabatic.

abrupt transition between the adiabatic and non-adiabaticregimes demonstrates

that the breakdown of adiabaticity due to critical slowing-down is at the origin of

photon creation in the DCE, a situation totally analogous towhat is described by

the KZM.

5.4 Conclusive remarks

Some comments are due regarding the observation of the photons’ flux outside the

cavity. Due to the small frequency of the photons generated wheng approaches

the critical value (the emission frequency is atω ≈ ǫ1), the thermal noise in the

output signal may be significant and the detection process may become a very de-
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manding task. This problem can be avoided by considering a cavity in which the

two mirrors are both semi-transparent and photons are allowed to come in and leak

out of the cavity from both sides. Being the thermal baths in the two output fields

completely uncorrelated, the noise signal can be virtuallyeliminated by measur-

ing the correlations between the two output modes. Indeed, the study of such

correlations can be regarded as a more general subject for further investigations.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we have explored different aspects of quantum mechanics in the con-

text of mesoscopic open systems and critical systems subjected to time-dependent

external driving. We have shown that such systems display highly non-trivial be-

haviours, which make them perfect candidates for the investigation of the quantum-

to-classical transition. In particular, we have proven that genuine quantum fea-

tures such as non-locality, negative values of the Wigner function and geometric

phases can survive to adverse environmental condition suchas strong dissipation

and high temperatures; surprisingly, our study also demonstrates that, under some

particular circumstances, the interaction with the environment itself can generate

quantum phenomena otherwise absent. Moreover, we have alsoproposed a novel

strategy for the experimental verification of dynamical Casimir effect in the op-

tical range, revealing the connection of this phenomenon with the Kibble-Zurek

mechanism.

In the first part of this thesis, a mediated coupling mechanism between a mi-

croscopic and a mesoscopic system in two different setups involving optical cavi-

ties with movable mirrors interacting with a three level atom is treated. The result-

ing dynamics drives the system into states which exhibit strong quantum features

in both cases considered. The study of the first setup, involving a single me-
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chanical oscillator, reveals strong non-local correlations between the atom and the

movable mirror. Considerable violations of Bell-CHSH inequality are observed

even when the thermal nature of the mirror’s initial state istaken into account.

Moreover, projective measurements over the atomic system probabilistically cre-

ate nonclassical mixed states of the mirror. Such non-classicality, quantified by

the negativity of the Wigner function, is robust against mechanical damping, while

the dynamical mechanism we used ensures a good protection from other sources

of noise. Moreover, a cavity where both mirrors oscillate around their equilib-

rium positions is considered. The conditional dynamics obtain by a post-selection

process on the microscopic part of the system induces truly mesoscopic quantum

correlations between the two mirrors which lead again to a violation of CHSH

inequality at finite temperature. In analogy with the one-mirror setup, negative

values of the Wigner function are found in the dissipative regime.

On the other hand, we also have shown how the qubit-oscillator coupling

mechanism can be exploited to generate and detect a geometric phase of the har-

monic oscillator. Such model can indeed be seen as an ”inverse” Von Neumann

measurement scheme, where the qubit is used as a interferometer to measure the

phase attached to the oscillator. We show that the conditional displacement in

phase space induced by the qubit-oscillator interaction isindeed responsible for

the generation of a geometric phase, which is robust againstdissipation and tem-

perature. Moreover, the dissipative term arising from the interaction of the system

with the environment can itself induce a geometric phase in particular conditions.

Our analysis demonstrates the broad validity of our arguments, both at the sin-

gle and two-mirror level. We stress the full generality of our method. Although

we have illustrated our model in the context of opto-mechanical setups, the same
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sort of quantum-correlated state can be engineered in settings consisting of two

nano-mechanical resonators capacitively coupled to a Cooper-pair box or two pla-

nar superconducting resonators mutually connected via an off-resonant phase or

transmon qubit [130–132].

In the second part of the thesis, we consider a scheme to realize the DCE

by exploiting the dragging of a driven quantum Dicke model across its critical

point. By modeling the atom-field interaction as a linear coupling between two

harmonic oscillators, we have made use of the peculiar features of a critical sys-

tem close to a quantum phase transition to simplify the observation of DCE in

the optical frequencies range. In particular, the reduction of the energy gap be-

tween the ground and the first excited state has been exploited in order to bring the

modulation frequency at which the DCE is observable to the level of experimental

feasibility. Moreover, by investigating the transition between the adiabatic and

the non-adiabatic regime we have been able to link the photons production arising

from the DCE to another fundamental phenomenon in condensedmatter systems,

the KZM. Indeed, the connection between DCE and KZM, which issupported by

qualitative and quantitative evidences in this work, emphasizes how both phenom-

ena can be seen as a consequence of the inability of the systemto adiabatically

follow the parameters’ changes.

We would like to emphasize the novelty and generality of our proposal. Differ-

ently from previous works, we address the problems involvedin the experimental

observation of DCE in the optical regime by exploiting the peculiarities of a crit-

ical system, using a full quantum approach and including dissipative processes

in our model. Moreover, at the best of our knowledge, no connection have been

previously established between three fundamental phenomena like quantum phase
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transitions, DCE and KZM. Such a connection represents a crucial result of this

work. Although we have explicitly considered a system formed by atoms trapped

inside a cavity where the atomic energy splitting is modulated in time, our scheme

can be applied to any system in which the Dicke model can be implemented and

some parameter can be modulated in time. This last remark suggests a prompt

realization of our proposal on the light of the recent experimental achievement of

the Dicke phase transition [56] in intra-cavity condensates coupled with the cavity

field.

The exploration of the limits of quantum mechanics carried on in this thesis

has the potential to trigger novel challenges from the experimental and techno-

logical prospective and gives rise to intriguing theoretical questions. Our study

of open mesoscopic systems suggests that the rules of quantum mechanics can be

extended to parameters regions that are commonly depicted as part of the clas-

sical world. In this sense, our results represent a step forward to the frontiers

of quantum mechanics and to the understanding of the necessary conditions for

the observation of quantum behaviours. Alongside with the fundamental question

raised above, our work might have a major impact in the developing of new tech-

nologies as well. Indeed, a better understanding of physical phenomena occurring

at the transition between the quantum and classical world may improve consider-

ably our ability of design, construct and control miniaturized devices, potentially

leading to new exciting discoveries in different scientificfields.

We hope that the results of our study will stimulate new ideasand debates in

the physics community, and that it will trigger experimental endeavors directed

towards the achievement of the working conditions discussed here.
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Appendix A

A.1 From sums to integrals

In this appendix, we describe the details of the calculationemployed in the deriva-

tion of Equation (3.13) in Chapter 3. We want to obtain the state at timet = Nδt.

We calculate the density matrix after the first stepδt, ρ(δt) = D̂δtÛδtρ0. We first

calculate

Ûδtρ0 =
1

2

(

|1, α〉〈1, α|+ e−iθ1 |0, α− iηδt〉〈1, α|+

+eiθ1 |1, α〉〈0, α− iηδt|+ |0, α− iηδt〉〈0, α− iηδt|
)

.

(A.1)

Applying D̂t to expression (A.1) and using equation (3.12) we obtain

ρ(δt) =
1

2

(

|1, αe−γδt〉〈1, αe−γδt|+

+e−i(θ1+θ
′
1)eΓ1 |0, αe−γδt − iηδte−γδt〉〈1, αe−γδt|+

+ei(θ1+θ
′
1)eΓ1 |1, αe−γδt〉〈0, αe−γδt − iηδte−γδt|+

+|0, αe−γδt − iηδte−γδt〉〈0, αe−γδt − iηδte−γδt|
)

,

(A.2)
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whereθ1 = ηαδt, θ′1 = −ηαγδt2 andΓ1 = −(1/2)η2γδt3. After N steps, we

have

ρ(Nδt) =
1

2

(∣

∣

∣
1, αe−γNδt

〉〈

1, αe−γNδt
∣

∣

∣
+

+e−i(θN+θ′N )eΓN

∣

∣

∣
0, αe−γNδt − iη

N
∑

k=1

δte−γkδt
〉〈

1, αe−γNδt
∣

∣

∣
+

+ei(θN+θ′N )eΓN

∣

∣

∣
1, αe−γNδt

〉〈

0, αe−γNδt − iη
N
∑

k=1

δte−γkδt
∣

∣

∣
+

+
∣

∣

∣
0, αe−γNδt − iη

N
∑

k=1

δte−γkδt
〉〈

0, αe−γNδt − iη

N
∑

k=1

δte−γkδt
∣

∣

∣

)

,

(A.3)

where

θN = ηα
N
∑

k=0

δte−γkδt,

θ′N = −ηαγ
N
∑

k=0

δte−γkδt
k
∑

j=0

δte−γjδt,

ΓN = −1

2
η2γ

N
∑

k=0

δt
(

k
∑

j=0

δte−γjδt
)2

.

(A.4)

We now go to limitδt→ 0. In this situation, we can go back to a continuous time

and substitute the sums with integrals. So, we are going to make the transforma-

tions
∑N

k=0 δt→
∫ t

0
dt′, whereNδt→ t andkδt→ t′. For the double sums in the

expressions forΓ andθ′ we have to be careful. Indeed, in order to transform the

second sum into an integral, it is necessary thatk ≫ 1. The correct transformation
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would be
N
∑

k=k0

δt
k
∑

j=0

δt→
∫ t

t0

dt′
∫ t′

0

dt′′,

wherejδt → t′′. However, sinceδt → 0 andN → ∞, we can always choose

k0 ≫ 1 such that
∑N

k=k0
δt ≈∑N

k=0 δt and
∫ t

t0
dt′ ≈

∫ t

0
dt′. Substituting we get

ρ(t) =
1

2

(∣

∣

∣
1, αe−γt

〉〈

1, αe−γt
∣

∣

∣
+

+e−i(θ(t)+θ
′(t))eΓ(t)

∣

∣

∣
0, αe−γt − iη

∫ t

0

dt′e−γt
′
〉〈

1, αe−γt
∣

∣

∣
+

+ei(θ(t)+θ
′(t))eΓ(t)

∣

∣

∣
1, αe−γt

〉〈

0, αe−γt − iη

∫ t

0

dt′e−γt
′
∣

∣

∣
+

+
∣

∣

∣
0, αe−γt − iη

∫ t

0

dt′e−γt
′
〉〈

0, αe−γt − iη

∫ t

0

dt′e−γt
′
∣

∣

∣

)

,

(A.5)

where

θ(t) = ηα

∫ t

0

dt′e−γt
′

,

θ′(t) = −ηαγ
∫ t

0

dt′e−γt
′

∫ t′

0

dt′′e−γt
′′

,

Γ(t) = −1

2
η2γ

∫ t

0

dt′
(

∫ t′

0

dt′′e−γt
′′
)2

.

. (A.6)

After the integration, the final expression forρ(t) turns out to be the one given in

Equation (3.13).
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Appendix B

B.1 Adiabatic Elimination

We start from Equation (4.2) in Chapter 4 and we adiabatically eliminate the ex-

cited state of the atom|e〉 and the electromagnetic field inside the cavity. In order

to do so, we assume∆ >> Ω, g andδ >> Ω, g. We notice that the only terms in

the Hamiltonian involving the atomic degrees of freedom areHa andHR. Hence,

we perform first the adiabatic elimination of the exited level |e〉 of the atom. The

HamiltonianHa +HR can be formally written as a3 × 3 matrix with respect of

the basis{|0〉, |1〉, |e〉}:

Ha +HR =













0 0 Ω

0 0 gei∆tâ†

Ω ge−i∆tâ δ













. (B.1)

By writing a generic state of the atom as|λ〉 = c0|0〉+ c1|1〉+ ce|e〉 and by setting

to zeroċe in the corresponding Schrödinger equationi∂t|λ〉 = (Ha +HR)|λ〉, we
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find the effective Hamiltonian

Heff =− Ω2

δ
|0〉〈0| − Ωge−i∆t

δ
â|0〉〈1|

− Ωgei∆t

δ
â†|1〉〈0| − g2

δ
â†â|1〉〈1|.

(B.2)

After the adiabatic elimination we substitute the termsHa +HR with the expres-

sion above and the total Hamiltonian of the system reads nowHsys = Heff +

Hc +Hm +Hmc +Hcp.

The next step is the elimination of the cavity field operatorsâ and â†. In

order to do so, we consider the equations describing the timeevolution of those

operators˙̂a = −i[Hsys, â] and ˙̂a† = −i[Hsys, â
†] and we set to zero the time

derivative. Considering that[Hsys, â] = [Hc, â] + [Hmc, â] + [Heff , â], we find

that

[Hsys, â] =− â
(

∆+ χ1(b̂
†
1 + b̂1) + χ2(b̂

†
2 + b̂2)−

g2

δ
|1〉〈1|

)

+
Ωg

δ
ei∆t|1〉〈0|.

(B.3)

Setting this quantity to zero and considering that∆ ≫ χ, g2/δ, we find

â =
Ωg

δ∆
ei∆t|1〉〈0|. (B.4)

In a similar way we find that

â† =
Ωg

δ∆
e−i∆t|0〉〈1|. (B.5)

By substituting these equation in the expression forHmc we find the effective
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atom-mirrors interaction which reads as

Heff
am =

Ω2g2

δ2∆2
χ|0〉〈0|(b̂†e−iφ + b̂e−iφ), (B.6)

with η = Ω2g2

δ2∆2χ we recover the expression in Equation (4.3)
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Appendix C

C.1 Bogoliubov transformations

We first report the Bogoliubov relations between{b, b†, a, a†} and{cj , c†j} (j =

{1, 2}) given in [141]:

.

a† =
1

2

{− cos γ√
ωaǫ1

[(ωa + ǫ1)c
†
1 + (ωa − ǫ1)c1]+

+
sin γ√
ωaǫ2

[(ωa + ǫ2)c
†
2 + (ωa − ǫ2)c2]

}

,

a =
1

2

{− cos γ√
ωaǫ1

[(ωa − ǫ1)c
†
1 + (ωa + ǫ1)c1]+

+
sin γ√
ωaǫ2

[(ωa − ǫ2)c
†
2 + (ωa + ǫ2)c2]

}

,

(C.1)
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b† =
1

2

{− sin γ√
ωbǫ1

[(ωb + ǫ1)c
†
1 + (ωb − ǫ1)c1]+

+
cos γ√
ωbǫ2

[(ωb + ǫ2)c
†
2 + (ωb − ǫ2)c2]

}

,

b =
1

2

{− sin γ√
ωbǫ1

[(ωb − ǫ1)c
†
1 + (ωb + ǫ1)c1]+

+
cos γ√
ωbǫ2

[(ωb − ǫ2)c
†
2 + (ωb + ǫ2)c2]

}

,

(C.2)

Using these relation, it is straightforward to findb†b as

b†b =
1

4

{

sin2 γ

ωbǫ1

[

(ωb + ǫ1)(ωb − ǫ1)c
†
1c

†
1 + (ωb + ǫ1)(ωb + ǫ1)c

†
1c1+

+ (ωb − ǫ1)(ωb − ǫ1)c1c
†
1 + (ωb − ǫ1)(ωb + ǫ1)c1c1

]

−

−sin γ cos γ

ωb
√
ǫ1ǫ2

[

(ωb + ǫ1)(ωb − ǫ2)c
†
1c

†
2 + (ωb + ǫ1)(ωb + ǫ2)c

†
1c2+

+ (ωb − ǫ1)(ωb − ǫ2)c1c
†
2 + (ωb − ǫ1)(ωb + ǫ2)c1c1+

+ (ωb + ǫ2)(ωb − ǫ1)c
†
2c

†
1 + (ωb + ǫ2)(ωb + ǫ1)c

†
2c1+

+ (ωb − ǫ2)(ωb − ǫ1)c2c
†
1 + (ωb − ǫ2)(ωb + ǫ1)c2c1

]

+

+
cos2 γ

ωbǫ2

[

(ωb + ǫ2)(ωb − ǫ2)c
†
2c

†
2 + (ωb + ǫ2)(ωb + ǫ2)c

†
2c2+

+ (ωb − ǫ2)(ωb − ǫ2)c2c
†
2 + (ωb − ǫ2)(ωb + ǫ2)c2c2

]}

.

(C.3)

Assumingωa ∼ ωb, it can be seen from Equation (5.7) thatǫ2 ∼ ωb andǫ1 ≪

ωb wheng approachgc. For that reason, we have that(ωb± ǫj) ∼ ωb, ∀j = {1, 2},

and the order of magnitude of the various terms is only given by the factors in front

of the square brackets. This means that as long as the conditionǫ1 ≪ ǫ2 is fulfilled,
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the first line in Equation (C.3) dominates over the other two.Rearranging the first

line and considering thatc1c
†
1 = 1+c†1c1, is straightforward to find Equation (C.3).

From Equations (C.1) and (C.2) is clear that the same calculation can be done for

a†a just by making the substitutionssin → cos andωb → ωa.

C.2 Lewis-Riesenfeld method

The expression in Equation (5.11) represents a quadratic Hamiltonian with time-

dependent coefficients and it can be solve exactly using the Lewis-Riesenfeld

method [145, 146]. Indeed, this method gives us a strategy for finding the so-

lutions of the Schrodinger equation for any time-dependentHamiltonian using

the so called dynamical invariants of the system. As we will see below, it is par-

ticularly useful in case of quadratic hamiltonians.

Let us consider a generic time-dependent HamiltonianĤ(t). A time-dependent

observableÔ(t) is a dynamical invariant of the system if

d

dt
Ô(t) =

∂

∂t
Ô(t) + i[Ô(t), Ĥ(t)] = 0. (C.4)

In [145], the authors proved that the eigenvectors|ϕn, t〉 of any dynamical in-

variantÔ(t) are linked to the solutions of the Schrödinger equationi∂t|ψ, t〉 =

Ĥ(t)|ψ, t〉. In particular, any solution of the Schrödinger equation can be write as

a linear combination of the eigenvectors{|ϕn, t〉} in the form

|ψ, t〉 =
∑

n

cn exp [iθn(t)]|ϕn, t〉,
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where the phasesθn(t) are given byθn(t) =
∫ t

0
dt〈ϕn, t|i∂t − Ĥ(t)|ϕn, t〉. This

method is particularly useful when we are dealing with quadratic Hamiltonian.

Indeed, in this case is possible to find a simple explicit formfor the dynamical

invariant Ô(t). The problem is then reduced to the solution of a second order

differential equation with time-dependent coefficients [146].

Let us consider a generic quadratic Hamiltonian on the form

H(t) =
1

2
[u(t)q̂2 + v(t)p̂2]. (C.5)

Notice that the Hamiltonian given in Equation (5.11) is a particular case of the one

above withu(t) = ǫ21(t) andv(t) = 1. We choose the time-dependent observable

n̂t = d̂†t d̂t, with operatorŝdt andd̂†t given by

d̂t = A(t)q̂ +B(t)p̂,

d̂†t = A∗(t)q̂ +B∗(t)p̂.

(C.6)

Using Equation (C.4), it can be proven [146] thatn̂t is a dynamical invariant with

respect toĤ(t) if the coefficientsA(t) andB(t) fulfill the equations

B̈(t) =
u̇(t)

u(t)
Ḃ(t)− u(t)v(t)B(t),

A(t) = −Ḃ(t)

u(t)
,

A(t)B∗(t)−A∗(t)B(t) = −i.

(C.7)

The last Equation is the Wronskian condition which ensure the correct commu-

tation rules ([d̂†t , d̂t] = −1) for the time-dependent bosonic operators. If these

equations are fulfilled, the observablen̂t is a dynamical invariant of the system.
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We can easily write its eigenvectors as time-dependent Fockstates in the form

|n, t〉 = (d̂†t)
n

√
n

|0, t〉. (C.8)

We still need to find the ground state|0, t〉. In order to do so, we explore

the proprieties of the bosonic annihilation operatord̂t. Indeed, the action of this

operator on|0, t〉 gives zero. This means that the ground state has to fulfill the

equationd̂t|0, t〉 = 0. If we write this equation in term of wave-function, we

substitute the operatorŝq and p̂ with q and (1/i)∂q, and the ket|0, t〉 with the

corresponding wave-functionΦ0(q, t). Doing so and using Equation (C.6), the

equation defining the ground state becomes

A(t)qΦ0(q, t) +
1

i
B(t)∂qΦ0(q, t) = 0 (C.9)

and its solution can be easily found to be

Φ0(q, t) =

(

1

2π|B(t)|2
)

1
4

ei
A(t)
2B(t)

q2 . (C.10)

At this point the states|n, t〉 are completely defined, and we can write the solution

of the Sch odinger equation as linear combinations of these states.

Modulating the atomic splitting results on Bogoliubov bosons generation from

vacuum. In order to show this effect, we calculate the mean number of excitations

〈ĉ†ĉ〉 in the system. Inverting equations (C.6), we can write the time-independent
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operators{ĉ†ĉ} in terms of the time-dependent ones{d̂†t , d̂t} as

ĉ = f1(t)d̂t + f2(t)d̂
†
t ,

ĉ† = f ∗
2 (t)d̂t + f ∗

1 (t)d̂
†
t .

(C.11)

wheref1(t) andf2(t) can be simplified to

f1(t) =
1

2
(A∗(t) + iB∗(t)),

f2(t) = −1

2
(A(t) + iB(t)).

(C.12)

We used the Wronskian condition (third equation in (C.7)) inorder to obtain this

expressions.

We can easily calculate the mean number of excitations〈ĉ†ĉ〉 from Equation

(C.11) as

〈ĉ†ĉ〉 =f1(t)f ∗
2 (t)〈d̂td̂t〉+ |f2(t)|2(1 + 〈d̂†t d̂t)〉+

+|f1(t)|2〈d̂†t d̂t〉+ f ∗
1 (t)f2(t)〈d̂†t d̂†t〉.

(C.13)

We assume the initial state of the system att = 0 is the ground state of thêc

mode. The state at timet is the time-dependent ”ground” state of thed̂t mode

|0, t〉. Considering the mean values over this state, the expression above becomes

〈ĉ†ĉ〉 = |f2(t)|2. (C.14)

In order to obtain the functionf2(t) is sufficient to solve the differential equations

given in (C.7).
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C.3 Langevin equations in time domain

In order to address the case of a leaking cavity, we will use the quantum Langevin

equations formalism. The dissipative dynamics of a genericsystem can be de-

scribed using Langevin equation∂tO = −i[O, H ] +N whereH is the Hamilto-

nian,O is a generic observable of the system andN is the noise operator asso-

ciated withO. In the case we are considering, we neglect all the atomic decays,

so we have to take into account only the cavity’s photon loosing rate. Following

[147], the noise operator is thenN = −[O, a†](γ
2
a+

√
γain)+(γ

2
a†+

√
γa†in)[O, a].

We consider the two modes Hamiltonian instead of the approximated one mode

Hamiltonian in Equation (5.11). That means that the following description is valid

also when the coupling constantg is far away from its critical value. The Langevin

equations for the two modes read as

˙̂qa = ωp̂a − γq̂a +
√

2γξ̂q,

˙̂pa = −ωq̂a − gq̂b − γp̂a +
√

2γξ̂p,

˙̂qb = λ sin (ηt)p̂b,

˙̂pb = −λ sin (ηt)q̂b − gq̂a,

(C.15)

whereγ is the decay rate of the cavity and̂ξq (ξ̂p) is a white noise operator as-

sociated withq (p). These operators are defined asξ̂q = (1/
√
2)(â†in + âin) and

ξ̂p = (i/
√
2)(â†in − âin).

Equations in (C.15) can be formally written in a more elegantand convenient

way. By defining the quadratures vector asµ = (q̂a, p̂a, q̂b, p̂b)
T and the noise
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vector asn = (
√
2γξ̂q,

√
2γξ̂p, 0, 0)

T , the Langevin equations assume the form

µ̇(t) = A(t)µ(t) + n(t), (C.16)

whereA(t) is a time-dependent4× 4 matrix given by

A(t) =



















−γ ω 0 0

−ω −γ −g 0

0 0 0 λ sin(ηt)

−g 0 −λ sin(ηt) 0



















.

Starting from the Langevin equations, we can reconstruct the dynamics of the

system looking at the time dependent covariance matrixV (t) for the two modes.

The covariance matrix is a4 × 4 matrix collecting the second moments of the

two quadratures and is defined asVi,j = 〈µiµj + µjµi〉/2. For Gaussian states,

the covariance matrix represent a complete description of the state of system. The

differential equation forV (t) corresponding to Equation (C.16) reads as [75,143]:

V̇ (t) = A(t)V (t) + V (t)AT (t) +N , (C.17)

whereN is a4×4matrix collecting the auto-correlation function for the noise. For

white noiseN = diag[γ, γ, 0, 0]. From the definition of the quadrature operators

given by q̂a = (1/
√
2)(â† + â) and p̂a = (i/

√
2)(â† − â), the mean number of

photons in the cavity is given by〈â†â〉 = (1/2)(〈q̂2a〉 + 〈p̂2a〉 − 1) = (1/2)(V11 +

V22 − 1).
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